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ABSTRACT
After the success of carrying voice over IP networks, the dream of an IP-based television is being turned
into reality with the research and standardization efforts. Today, standardization organizations,
researchers, as well as commercial companies are putting huge efforts to make Internet Protocol
TeleVision (IPTV) successful. The achieved successes of IPTV are due to many factors, including mainly
the advanced video coding techniques, the continuously increasing Internet bandwidth that end users
have been enjoying and the mature wired and wireless networking protocols and architectures. Although
IPTV still faces many challenges, many content providers as well as Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
already started to deliver IPTV services to customers. Nevertheless, the way ahead is still long and more
efforts are required. This paper surveys a breadth of research areas related to IPTV. It first discusses the
general service architecture of IPTV services and diagnostics in these architectures. It then turns the
attention to surveying encoding techniques that can serve as enablers for future IPTV especially Scalable
Video Coding. Then, various IPTV distribution approaches including peer-to-peer and Content
Distribution Networks are discussed. After that, major work on security and privacy concerns in IPTV is
tackled. Finally, a discussion of the major work in wireless IPTV services is discussed with focus on LTEbased service offering. We believe such a survey will be very helpful for researchers who would like to
educate themselves in the overall landscape of IPTV before digging deeper to address open research
problems to bring IPTV closer to reality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although IPTV has been existing for a while, it has recently attracted content and service
providers. Part of this is probably due to the exponential growth in technology and the
advancements and maturity of networking tools and protocols in addition to multimedia and
video compression techniques that have changed many things during the past two decades.
These changes rendered IPTV as a viable application. IPTV, therefore, continues to grow
commercially.
Three main Internet services are requested by customers today: Internet access, voice over IP
(VoIP) and IPTV. The combination of these services is referred to as “Triple-Play” service.
Adding mobility to the Triple-Play brings up the “Quadruple-play”. Moreover, an IPTV service
may deliver both live TV and VOD, where each of these classes has its own characteristics, and
is handled differently by IPTV users or clients, which makes the IPTV system design a
challenging process.
Two factors have helped IPTV advancement to a great extent: the Advanced Video Coding
(AVC) standards; namely MPEG-4 and H.264 and the increased capacities supported by
broadband Internet access [2]. AVC standards play an important role in alleviating the effects of
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the heavy burden that IPTV imposes on the backbone as well as access networks. On the other
hand, the ever increasing data rates end users continue to enjoy complements to this role, as
these data rates allow more demanding applications to be implemented in practice.
Concerning IPTV, the access network represents the bottleneck. Because recent access
technologies, such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE), provide subscribers with high data rates,
such technologies are strong candidates to support wireless and mobile IPTV. We, therefore,
give LTE special attention in this paper, where we shed light on a number of subjects regarding
carrying IPTV traffic over LTE access networks. Many researchers have proposed P2P IPTV
architectures to complement IP multi-casting for streaming multi-media and providing TV
channels to users. We discuss these proposals as well.
Video transmission over IP networks can be classified into four types [3]: IPTV (the topic of
this survey), IPVOD, Internet TV and Internet Video. IPTV delivers content that is similar to
broadcast or cable TV, consisting of a huge number of live channels (pre-recorded videos or
shows can be delivered too), on a privately owned and operated network (e.g., U-verse by
AT&T and FiOS by Verizon). Usually, users are required to subscribe to an IPTV service and
own a special device called Set Top Box (or STB for short) to be able to view the content.
Similar to IPTV, IPVOD may require a subscription (e.g., Netflix and Amazon) or,
alternatively, a per video fee may be required or it can be supported entirely by advertisements.
Unlike IPTV, IPVOD is delivered via the Internet, which is a public network. In addition, the
delivered content in IPVOD consists of pre-recorded videos, like movies or episodes of shows,
and not live channels. Internet TV is similar to IPTV in the type of delivered content, where
both live channels and pre-recorded videos can be delivered. However, it is usually a free or an
Ad-supported service that does not require an STB to be viewed, since it is delivered via the
Internet. In contrast to Internet Video, all the previously mentioned services (IPTV, IPVOD and
Internet TV) deliver professionally produced content, whereas the content in Internet Video is
usually user generated pre-recorded videos. Internet video is similar to both IPVOD and Internet
TV in that it is delivered through the Internet and can be supported by Ads.
With the above classification, we notice that the distinguishing feature of IPTV is that it is
delivered on a private network, which has the following advantages:
1. Since IPTV is delivered on a private network, Quality of Service (QoS) can be easily
implemented and managed. This is because all network devices are managed by the
same operator, which allows for enforcing consistent QoS rules among the whole
network. On the contrary, guaranteeing QoS is hard on the public Internet, and thus for
IPVOD, Internet TV and Internet Video.
2. True multi-cast can be used, which relies on the Internet Group Management Protocol
(IGMP) that allows duplicating packets in-network when they are near their
destinations. This reduces the used network resources when compared to multiple
unicast sessions, which is used for other types of video services.
3. Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) over UDP (RTP/UDP) can be used, which is more
suitable for multi-casting and streaming video traffic. RTP/UDP is usually not used in
the Internet, because of high jitter and the problems encountered in passing firewalls.
It is worth mentioning that despite the above classification, we note that the boundaries between
these four types of services are not very firm. That is, some of the available services do not
clearly belong to any of the discussed classes; rather, they may borrow from the attributes of
more than one class of service.
We identify the following four major areas where IPTV needs further development. First,
enhanced security mechanisms with a special focus on user privacy need to be implemented.
Second, channel switching delay needs to be efficiently minimized. Third, efficient distribution
mechanisms (e.g., peer-to-peer, CDN-based, etc…) should be proposed and fourth, efficient
compression mechanisms (especially those based on Scalable Video Coding) need to be
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devised. These problems become more challenging when considered in the context of real-time
IPTV.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the major recent research
directions in IPTV. Then, in Section 3 we talk about wireless IPTV. Section 4 gives the reader
an insight into the open research areas and future research directions and concludes the paper.

2. MAJOR RESEARCH DIRECTIONS IN IPTV
In this section, we go over the major recent research directions in IPTV. Extensive research has
been performed in the past few years on IPTV. This section provides a brief description of the
IPTV service architecture and diagnostics, Scalable Video Coding (SVC), IPTV distribution and
security.

2.1 Service Architectures

Figure 1. General IPTV Architecture [3].
The general IPTV system architecture is shown in Figure 1 [3]. The Super Head End (SHE)
aggregates live content from different programming suppliers, and gathers and formats content
intended for VOD (e.g., from videotapes or DVDs). The gathered content is then transcoded
into a format suitable for transmission. The SHE labels and catalogues the gathered content and
prepares its metadata (description, duration, etc…). After preparing the content, the SHE is
responsible for transporting it to the Video Servicing Offices (VSOs). Note that in addition to
content, the SHE is capable of processing Ads if they are to be sent to the whole IPTV system.
Alternatively, Ads can be handled at the VSOs if they are focused towards a certain region. In
addition for being responsible for the processing and the real-time delivery of content in a
certain geographical region, the VSO can gather, prepare and deliver local content (e.g., local
broadcast channels). The VSO creates IPTV streams and sends them to Central Offices (COs) or
Remote Terminals (RTs). Moreover, the VSO handles VOD storage and provides video control
capabilities (play, pause, rewind, etc…) for VOD, and interactivity support (making purchases
or vote) for live channels. Another important task that the VSO takes care of is STB
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authorization to make sure that only paying users are receiving the content. Local End Office
(LEO) that can be an OC or an RT is simply part of the existing infrastructure installed by
telephone companies. It contains equipment to deliver IPTV over DSL lines. Basically, it
contains one or more Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM), which is
sometimes called Video Remote Access Device (VRAD) that forwards each IPTV stream to its
corresponding recipient. DSLAM can also support multi-casting using IGMP, which allows the
replication of IPTV streams to end users.
Generally, there are two major service architectures for providing these services. The one-tomany service architecture is used by most of IPTV service providers as discussed previously. In
this platform, the service provider specifies for each region one regional station for delivering
on-demand IPTV services to subscribers. In other words, each subscriber is served by one prespecified regional station. This paradigm has many shortcomings in that IPTV service providers
are required to replicate devices massively in order to achieve reliability. Moreover, the nature
of on-demand services suffers from temporal and spatial skewness, which leads to poor service
quality at peak time as well as overall under-utilization of resources. Furthermore, such one-tomany service architecture may miss chances of reducing disk IO or fully utilizing memorybased cache. A collaborative IPTV for delivering on-demand services using many-to-many
subscriber-to-station mapping is a viable solution to address these shortcomings. In this manyto-many architecture, a station serves subscribers from multiple regions and one subscriber is
served by multiple stations [4].

2.2 Diagnostics in IPTV Architectures
The end-to-end diagnostic mechanisms in IPTV architectures are very useful for improving
network performance and reducing customer complaints, which leads to lower operational
expenditure (OPEX) costs [7]. The purpose of these diagnostics is to detect configuration
problems, including port misconfigurations and element misconfigurations. Diagnostic
mechanisms are also used to detect sub-optimal configurations that still allow the network to
operate but result in poor network performance. Moreover, diagnostic tools are also useful for
addressing congestion due to high traffic volume, server being overloaded and incorrect
parameter settings.
The implementation of diagnostic tools can use either in-band or out-of-band mechanisms. Inband-based diagnostics use Operations, Administration and Maintenance (OAM) messages. Inband mechanisms typically collect small amounts of information from many nodes along a path
in real time and are therefore considered fast mechanisms. Cross-product end-to-end diagnostics
usually use in-band mechanisms. Telnet and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
can be used to communicate diagnostic information out of band. Unlike in-band mechanisms,
out-of-band network management system (NMS)-based diagnostics typically collect large
amounts of information from fewer nodes and are slower. Table 1 lists some typical symptoms
in IPTV architectures, their possible causes and the corresponding diagnostic tool used in each
case. All these diagnostic tools may be implemented in-band or out-of-band [7].
Diagnostic tools usually depend on active diagnostic protocols, where some sorts of control
messages are injected in the network, then received and processed. On the other hand, passive
diagnostic techniques do not require any additional messaging, and thus, no extra overhead. To
the best of our knowledge, such techniques are still unexplored for IPTV architectures.

2.3 Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
The scalability of SVC includes temporal, spatial and quality modes. Spatial scalability provides
video with reduced picture size, temporal scalability provides video with reduced frame rate and
quality scalability (also called Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) scalability) provides video with
reduced quality (or lower SNR) [8]. The scalability of SVC thus can lead to several benefits that
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substantially help in achieving ubiquitous IPTV including efficient methods for graceful
degradation in addition to adaptation in both bit rate and format [9]. Moreover, the inherent
scalability of SVC will bring many benefits to the wireless domain, since it enables true multicast and avoids the more costly solution of multiple unicast sessions. The standardized
extension of H.264/MPEG4-AVC that includes scalable video coding specifies three profiles for
SVC: Scalable Baseline, Scalable High and Scalable High Intra profiles [8]. The Scalable High
profile, which supports spatial scalability (a key feature of SVC), was designed for broadcast
and is expected to be used in IPTV [9].
Table 1. Typical symptoms in IPTV architectures, their possible causes and the corresponding
diagnostic tool used for each case. All these diagnostic tools may be implemented using in-band
or out-of-band mechanisms [7].
Symptoms

A multi-cast
channel is not
received at home

Lack of
connectivity to a
given channel

Degradation of
quality for a
certain
service

A user loses
connectivity to
some or all IP
services

Possible Causes
1. An Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) join issued by the
user for a given channel was
dropped due to overflow.
2. The IGMP proxy function did not
work.
3. The multi-cast forwarding
database was updated incorrectly.
4. The multi-cast forwarding
database was overflowed.
The user may not be allowed to access
the network resources. This includes
bandwidth availability and current
bandwidth usage for a given channel
and a specific stream type.
Alteration of packet priorities. Priority
misconfigurations will result in an
operational but sub-optimal network
that may not trigger an action from
network administrators. Priority
misconfiguration may cause only
transient problems and can remain
undetected for a long time.

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) misconfiguration.

Diagnostic Tool

Multi-cast link
trace (MLINK)

Information access
line (iLINE)

Priority trace
(pTrace)

In-band (lease
query)
mechanisms
or
NMS-based
Diagnostics

SVC supports the transmission of video in layers; a base and one or more enhancement layers.
Users receiving the base layer can decode and display video of base quality. Decoding more
layers enhances video quality. This allows video transmission to receivers with different
capabilities where each receiver can decode a number of video layers (based on its needs and
capabilities) from a video stream that has several layers. This is more efficient than sending
different video streams to meet the different receivers’ needs.
The aforementioned features of SVC can be very helpful for IPTV. Specifically, applying SVC
in the context of IPTV can significantly improve content portability, optimize content
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management and distribution, achieve a smart management of access network throughput and
improve QoS and QoE [9]. The scalability of SVC helps in improving content portability in that
the user can watch a video content on devices with different capabilities like TV, PC, smart
phone, etc… even if this video content was not downloaded on that device, keeping in mind that
these various devices differ from each other in terms of display area, processing capabilities,
mobility and power consumption. In terms of optimizing content management and distribution,
the scalability of SVC serves different subscribers at the best of their connection bandwidth (for
example, half HD or full HD). Moreover, the scalability of SVC helps in managing the
throughput of the access network in a smart way, because the adaptation of SVC simply drops
selected IP packets and adapts the video bit rate to achieve the suitable user experience. SVC
plays an important role in improving QoS and QoE by reducing channel zapping time and
improving content navigation in the case of VoD IPTV. In addition, the graceful degradation
feature of SVC aids in congestion control, as well as in handling access network constraints [9].
The architecture of SVC in H.264/SVC consists of several layers, where the original
H.264/AVC video stream is called the base layer. The scalability of SVC is achieved by adding
additional enhancement layers to the base layer for the purpose of increasing frame rate, picture
size and quality (SNR). H.264/SVC employs inserting Instantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDR)
frames into the video stream in order to enable random access. The simulcast technique [10]
works by including a companion stream that has more IDR frames at lower quality as illustrated
in Figure 2 [10], where black rectangles represent IDR frames and arrows represent interprediction. The main video stream shown in Figure 2 (a) has full quality and slow switching,
while in Figure 2 (b) it has lower quality and faster switching. The two video streams in IPTV
are independently encoded and independently transmitted. The low-quality companion stream
works as channel-switching acceleration in that the screen of the end user when he/she changes
the channel is first displayed. The regular SVC configuration [10] combines in one scalable
video stream both the main and the companion streams, where the companion stream is encoded
as the base layer and the main video stream is encoded as the enhancement layer. This regular
SVC configuration can reduce bandwidth in the core network. However, it puts a burden on the
access network in terms of bandwidth requirements, because the base layer is still to be
transmitted to the user's STB if no channel change occurs.
Because of impairments and network conditions like congestion, packets of IPTV are liable to
errors and loss, which badly influences the video quality. Error concealment for SVC in IPTV
systems is therefore necessary. The four error concealment methods that have been adopted for
SVC are: temporal direct, frame copy, motion and residual upsampling, as well as base layer
reconstruction and upsampling [11]. The first two methods are intra-layer error concealment
methods, while the last two are inter-layer error concealment methods. Implementing error
concealment techniques at the decoder increases the decoder’s complexity [12]. The work in [3]
proposes a per-packet prioritization mechanism that assigns a high priority to important frames,
such as IDR frames, P-frames and B-frames. This mechanism provides resiliency against
transmission errors for such important frames.
Other related research topics include proposing resource management mechanisms for scalable
transmission control to optimize resource allocation for SVC-based mobile IPTV service [13].
The proposed system properly trades resource consumption and utility gain and maintains a
given level of service coverage for each layer of the scalable video-encoded stream.

2.4 IPTV Distribution
To provide customers with IPTV Services with High QoS, there are two different architectures
for the distribution of servers in the network [15]: centralized and distributed. The pros and cons
for each approach are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 2. The simulcast of H.264/SVC: (a) Main video stream, (b) Companion video stream.
2.4.1 P2P IPTV
It is expected that P2P IPTV will be more prevalent than client-server IPTV in the future. The
main reason for this is that P2P scales better. Currently, P2P IPTV is only deployed in China.
UUSee Inc. [66] is a principal P2P live streaming provider in China [67]. Nonetheless, intensive
research has been conducted on this topic. In P2P IPTV, peers contribute their resources such as
CPU and upload bandwidth and at the same time upload (they act as content providers) and
download real-time video streams, which adds no additional infrastructure cost as the
community grows larger. This has been reflected in practice, where it has been noticed that the
traffic generated by P2P IPTV applications has recently increased significantly [16]. A similar
conclusion has been drawn in [17], where the authors argue that IP multi-casting would be the
best solution for streaming TV content of popular TV channels that are greater in number than
the active multi-cast groups. However, for less popular channels and using unicast connections,
P2P produces comparable performance in terms of scalability, bandwidth utilization and quality.
The authors in their study took into account the findings in [18] which show that the popularity
of TV channels follows the Pareto principle, where only a small portion of people who watch
TV channels are interested in watching the vast majority of TV channels. Similarly, picking the
end-to-end content blocking as a QoE parameter, P2PTV outperforms the IPTV as the total
number of users increases [19].
P2P IPTV was originally proposed as a solution for the scalability issue of streaming multimedia content at lower costs. The scalability for video distribution using the P2P approach is
achieved by dividing the video into several chunks prior to distribution. These chunks are then
shared among peers [20]. In P2P IPTV, an overlay network is created for each channel to
connect the viewers (peers) of that channel, who receive, view and redistribute the content of
the channel [21]. Some of the most famous IPTV services that employ P2P video streaming
include PPLive, PPStream, SOPCast and TVants. However, there are several concerns
regarding the success of P2P IPTV, including the stress that P2P imposes on ISP networks,
because of the overwhelming traffic that P2P may pump into core and access networks, in
addition to security concerns as it opens the appetite for malicious attacks [22]. Moreover, one
of the issues that has been considered as a limitation of the P2P applications is having users
(peers) being inside Network Address Translated (NATed) networks. This is an issue that can
be faced by any commercial IPTV service provider. The NAT issue has been investigated in
[23] with two categories of peers: the first category includes peers inside Lancaster University,
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the majority of whom are behind NAT. The second category represents off-campus peers, who
had poor sharing and in general performed poorly, because they were unable to contact their oncampus peers and therefore started to starve of content quickly. The authors were able to resolve
this problem by increasing the piece availability to external peers.
There are two different approaches for streaming IPTV using P2P architectures: the mesh-pull
approach and the tree-push approach, where the mesh-pull succeeded in achieving commercial
deployments. The P2P IPTV architecture followed in [24] for IP Multi-media Subsystem (IMS)
employs a centralized control layer in addition to a P2P-like media layer at the peers, who act as
forwarding nodes of multi-media streaming. The architecture in [25] integrates P2P distributed
systems into Telco’s STB at home to support advanced rewind functionalities and large number
of live channels. Bikfalvi et al. [17] proposed a hybrid IPTV system that combines IP multicasting and a P2P overlay unicasting to provide TV channels to large number of receivers as
shown in Figure 3 [17].

Figure 3. Multi-cast and unicast hybrid IPTV systems [17].
Decreasing channel zapping is one of the most important challenges in IPTV in general and P2P
IPTV in particular. When employing P2P networks for IPTV, a delay is incurred when
switching from one channel to another. Each IPTV channel is an overlay network. Switching
from one channel to another is done by moving to another overlay network. This transition
incurs a delay that ranges from seconds to minutes.
As a solution to the channel zapping problem, other channels' (adjacent channels') data can be
sent along with the current channel data. When the user switches to an adjacent channel, the
switching occurs with no delay [26]. In [27], another solution to the channel zapping problem is
provided by sending I frames of the adjacent channels along with the video frames of the current
channel, so that when the user switches to an adjacent channel the additional I frames are used
instead of waiting for the normal I frames [27].
The channels' data transmitted with the current channel are supposed to have high probability
for being selected by the user. Adjacent channels are selected in such a way that the likelihood
that the user switches to theses channel is high. Depending on the popularity of channels (less
delay incurred when switching to a popular channel than that incurred when switching to a less
popular channel) [28].
Hei et al. [29] conducted a measurement study of PPLive and concluded that the internet
infrastructure is sufficient for a large scale IPTV system. On the other hand, there are some P2P
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specific issues that need to be resolved, so that a P2P IPTV system becomes more attractive.
Slow start due to startup delay caused by tens of seconds of buffering before playback helps
overcome the fluctuation of the video connections' rates. Also, dedicated infrastructure may
become necessary to support higher data rates at peers that have upload capabilities that are less
than the download capabilities. The dedicated infrastructure consists of nodes that have high
upload capacity. Variance in playback times at the different peers is another issue that needs to
be considered.
Other P2P IPTV related topics include providing peer selection algorithms that offer reliable
media streaming transmission as well as satisfactory user QoE [30], studying the overlay
characteristics of large-scale P2P IPTV systems and identifying differences between PPLive
multi-media streaming overlays and P2P file-sharing overlays [31], providing channel zapping
(surfing) distributed mechanisms to reduce channel zapping time in P2P IPTV that involve
switching to another P2P overlay network [21], as well as designing data scheduling schemes
for storage-constrained mesh-based P2P IPTV systems [32].
Despite all the research conducted on P2P IPTV, there are still many challenges that need to be
addressed, especially as prices of infrastructure CDN-based IPTV is getting lower [33]. The
inherent heterogeneity of the Internet and user nodes makes it impossible to find a solution that
would be suitable for all cases. Some of the main challenges that face P2P IPTV are fairness,
availability, stability and including incentives in a P2P IPTV system (tit-for-tat is not suitable,
especially for real-time IPTV). Also, one cumbersome situation when it comes to P2P IPTV is
dealing with ﬂash crowds, where a huge number of users become interested in an event all at
once (e.g., a live event) [33].
2.4.2 VN-based Networks for Delivering IPTV Services
The current solutions for delivering IPTV services is by using a backbone or IP overlay-based
content network. However, these solutions suffer from limitations in terms of guaranteed
service delivery, cost effectiveness, flexible control and a scalable network infrastructure. The
virtual network (VN) is a promising alternative, which allows multiple service providers to
share the infrastructure by dividing the physical network structure of infrastructure providers
(InPs) into several slices and associating them with different service providers. The main
advantages of applying VN for delivering IP services can be summarized in the flexibility and
control that VN offers to IPTV service providers in addition to security and reliability, since
multiple VNs are isolated from each other even if they coexist on a shared substrate network
[34]. Delivering IPTV over VNs requires leasing servers and links from an infrastructure
provider and then replicating content according to the demand. The work in [35] integrates these
two problems and proposes a genetic algorithm as a heuristic.
There are, however, two major challenges that must be worked out when considering VN for
IPTV service delivery [34]. The first is the need for a well-designed virtual network topology
(VNT) to ensure that services can be efficiently delivered from the servers to the customers.
VNT must be efficient, cost effective and reliable to overcome any virtual node or link failure.
The second challenge is the handling of a VN allocation failure problem by infrastructure
providers using an efficient VNT reconstruction algorithm.
2.4.3 Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)
Commercial video distribution services (VoD and Live IPTV) over CDNs have been around for
a while, like Akamai video streaming service and Limelight streaming service. In addition,
Netflix, Amazon and AppleTV are examples of commercial IPTV service providers assisted by
CDNs. The massive, highly distributed infrastructure that CDNs own enables them to serve the
video content from a lightly loaded location nearby end-users. Since these commercial CDNs
deploy sophisticated measurement and quality path selection mechanisms, they are able to avoid
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points of congestion in the network, and therefore, provide high quality streaming services.
Furthermore, video distribution over CDNs eases the burden on the core of the network posed
by the high bandwidth demand of the IPTV application. In terms of research, Yin et al. [36]
proposed a hybrid architecture that combines P2P distribution with CDN-based distribution.
The proposed architecture benefits from the reliability and quality of CDNs and from the
inherent scalability features of P2P systems when the total demand exceeds the capacity of the
CDN. The authors also reported on the performance of a commercial hybrid CDN and P2P
IPTV service. The authors in [37] showed that the unique characteristics of video transport;
namely the high bandwidth requirement and the design of Akamai’s CDN streaming service can
leave the system susceptible to intentional service degradation (by an attacker). Therefore, the
authors demonstrated the importance of careful design of these services to avoid possible
attacks.

2.5 Security and Privacy
When considering security in IPTV, many important issues should be considered. The authors
of [42] argued that to let end users enjoy content in new ways without any security hurdle, IPTV
security must be architected and implemented correctly. This is possible by providing a costeffective security and allowing service providers to explore and innovate new business models,
as well as customer experiences. There are a number of security requirements for the
transmission of any form of data on the Internet in general and for the transmission of IPTV
traffic in specific. These requirements include the following [43]:
1. Confidentiality, which means to allow legitimate users only to recognize the transmitted
data and to prevent attackers from getting such information as the source of data,
destination, time, length and traffic characteristics of communication channels. To
achieve confidentiality, the transmitted data must be encrypted.
2. Integrity; that is to protect data, either stored on an information system or being
transmitted, from being falsified. To achieve integrity and notice any illegal data
modification, electronic signatures can be employed.
3. Authentication, where during the transmission of data, the sender should be able to
confirm the identity of the receiver and the receiver should be able to confirm the
identity of the sender. Authentication is in general hard to achieve. A form of user ID
and password can however be used.
4. Access control, which means to grant access to data and network resources to
authorized users only. To control access to network services, intrusion detection
systems and firewalls can be used to counter attacks of unauthorized users.
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) is a standard developed by the IETF
working group to provide secure network access, user authentication and accounting [43]. The
Conditional Access System (CAS) is used to control users’ access to charged broadcasting
services. DVB CAS [44] is the standard developed in Europe and ATSC CAS in the USA [43].
The Digital Right Management (DRM) is used in Internet-based environments to manage
intelligent property of digital contents [43]. The time-constrained management rights provided
by DRM include the right to read, distribute, edit and copy [45].
Content protection is required to enable subscribers to use the content they have acquired in
accordance with the rights they have been granted. To protect content and services of IPTV, a
number of security aspects need to be addressed, including identification, authentication,
authorization, key distribution, content encryption, right's expression, renewability and
revocation, content export, compliance and robustness [46].
Possible security attacks in IPTV include subscriber and STB impersonation attacks, replay
attack, stolen verifier attack, smart card loss attack, man-in-the-middle attack and attack on
perfect forward secrecy [47]. Moreover, providing IPTV through IP networks may result in
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illegal control, illegal content distribution, service theft, access of unapproved users, sniffing,
tapping, Denial of Service (DoS) attack, War Dialling attack, Rogue Device attack and harmful
software infection [43].
Secure IP Multi-cast allows the secure transmission of IPTV services to groups of receivers.
Nevertheless, when users switch between groups (channel zapping situations), the existing
solutions do not optimize the signalling generated by the IPTV, because new cryptographic
material is retrieved by the zapping user [48]. Moreover, Secure IP Multi-cast neglects access
control and network management [49]. IPTV services use one key for each video channel. For
perfect forward and backward secrecy, key distribution for secure group communications
applies key refreshing techniques when group members join and leave (when a group changes)
[49].
Subscriber authentication schemes for mobile IPTV users require individual-level user
authentication to provide personalized, tailored services for mobile users. These authentication
schemes are different from the existing IPTV authentication schemes that provide the same
IPTV services and access levels to the whole family members using a set-top box (STB)-level
authentication [50]. Secure key exchange with mutual authentication between STB and smart
card is required to avoid smart card cloning and McCormac Hack attacks [47].
The provision of secure authentication mechanisms is a fundamental security requirement of
IPTV. The traditional protection scheme's like Conditional Access System (CAS) [51] and
Digital Rights Management (DRM), may fail in IPTV, because IPTV provides interactive ondemand services [50]. Moreover, mobile IPTV requires individual-level user authentication in
contrast to the authentication schemes that are currently used in IPTV and provide the same
services to the whole family members using a set-top box (STB). Existing IPTV authentication
schemes are either password-based, RFID-based or Universal Subscriber Identity Module
(USIM)-based [50].
According to the ITU-T IPTV Focus Group [52], there are five types of security threats facing
IPTV:
1. Content security threats, which include interception, unauthorized viewing and
unauthorized reproduction or redistribution.

2. Service security threats, which include violating copyrights of the programs which
IPTV service platform provides to the subscribers, masquerading/spoofing IPTV service
provider, malicious threats aimed at the IPTV servers and theft of the subscribers'
information.

3. Network security threats, which include intentional threats to the network equipment or
resources, security threats to multi-cast techniques used in IPTV bearer network and
malicious attacks on nodes in content distribution network.
4. Terminal device security threats, which include illegally accessing clear content by
tampering device hardware or software, illegally accessing keys or other secret
information in devices using software cracking or hardware tampering, device
malfunctioning by software and hardware methods, unauthorized applications, the
failure of terminal equipment, unauthenticated terminal devices connecting to the home
network and unauthorized use by subscribers.

5. Subscriber security threats, which include theft of the subscribers' information and end
user's privacy by malicious programs.
These types of security threats are illustrated by the Security Threats Model shown in Figure 4
below, which also illustrates the relationships between these threats [52].
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Figure 4. Security threats model [52].
Privacy protection is another important security aspect that must be enforced in order to achieve
a secure IPTV. The recommender service is employed by service providers to attract and satisfy
customers by collecting information about the user preferences and selecting the items that
might be of interest to customers in the future. Currently, the recommender services are
implemented in a centralized fashion using a collaborative filtering technique, a smart machine
learning technique that can recommend new items for users by collecting preference data for all
the users in one place [53]. This, of course, may violate the privacy of users.

3. IPTV OVER WIRELESS NETWORKS
IPTV services can make use of the wireless broadcast advantage. Unlike transmissions on wired
networks, wireless transmissions are broadcast by nature. Therefore, an IPTV client actually
receives the channel he/she requested in addition to all other channels broadcast in his/her
proximity to neighbouring clients. This characteristic can help in improving the channel zap
times as suggested in [54] for LTE-based networks.
Recently, multi-Gigabit wireless personal area networks (WPANs) utilize the 60 GHz
millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication technologies. For mmWave-based WPANs,
directional antennas are preferred over omni-directional antennas. This is because of the small
wavelength of mmWave communication systems. The attenuation of mmWave signals in the air
is much faster than lower frequency signals. Furthermore, it is possible to concurrently allow
P2P transmission and exploit spatial multiplexing using directional antennas [55]. This has the
potential of guaranteeing the QoS requirements of IPTV and improving resource utilization
efficiency.

3.1 Mobile IPTV
The H.264/MPEG4-AVC video codec has been implemented in STBs, Flash and QuickTime
players, and is expected to be included in mobile devices [9]. Scalable High Profile of SVC will
not probably be supported in mobile IPTV, because interlaced coding is not used in the mobile
space due to the high implementation complexity [9].
ITU-T classifies IPTV architectures into Next-Generation Network (NGN)-based and nonNGN-based architectures [36]. Figure 5 shows a typical mobile IPTV architecture, where both
IPTV sender and receiver can be mobile. Moreover, mobile IPTV users are allowed to provide
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content to other mobile and non-mobile IPTV users. The network architecture could be nonNGN, NGN IMS or NGN non-IMS based.
Point-to-Point (PTP) is usually employed in mobile communications. Unfortunately, PTP may
quickly cause exhaustion in the network resources represented mainly by the bandwidth.
Therefore, to restrict the limitations imposed by the bottleneck that exists at the last mile from
the mobile grid backbone in terms of data rates and the amount of communication, Point-ToMultipoint (PTM) using broadcasting and multi-casting techniques is advisable, putting in mind
that interests in certain TV contents like sports and news is common by many mobile users [36].
In a typical situation, it is possible that many home devices request IPTV services
simultaneously. Using a single Access Point (AP) will not be adequate to provide a full
coverage at home. One possible solution is to use several APs, which might lead to interference
among devices at the same house and within neighbourhood. This will result in more collisions
and increase the packet loss ratio to an unacceptable value. To manage the wireless transmission
of IPTV services at home, two possible approaches can be used: distributed and centralized
architectures. Since home networks are centralized by nature (home network is connected to ISP
via a single gateway), the centralized approach seems more appropriate for home networks [36].
In light of this, several commercial products implementing the centralized architecture are
available today, including OmniAccess series from Alcatel-Lucent, RFS series from Motorola,
Lightweight AP and WLC from Cisco, just to mention some.

Figure 5. A general architecture of mobile IPTV.

3.2 Long Term Evolution (LTE)
LTE is the fourth-generation cellular network that has proven to provide high-speed wireless
and mobile Internet. Multi-media multi-casting, streaming and downloading in LTE networks
are provided through evolved Multi-media Broadcast and Multi-cast Services (eMBMS) [56].
Using LTE for live broadcast (live events or TV channels) is not available commercially yet.
The closest LTE got to being used for live broadcast is in a few trials to broadcast in-stadium
live events to the audience in the same stadium [57]. Some service providers, e.g., Verizon
(USA) and Telstra (Australia) [58], are planning to use LTE for video broadcast in the near
future, but this is not done yet, since the market is favouring OTT content [59]. Ericsson is the
first to propose a complete solution to broadcast video over LTE, and in its vision, this will be
enabled by HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding), MPEG DASH (Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH)) and eMBMS [60]. Nevertheless, LTE should be capable of
serving VOD due to its high supported rates. For example, the minimum bandwidth requirement
for Netflix is 0.5 Mbps, while the recommended bandwidth by Netflix, for HD and Ultra HD, is
5Mbps and 25Mbps, respectively [61], which should be satisfied by LTE.
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It is important to assess the performance of LTE and to measure the amount of success that has
been achieved in the deployment and use of LTE networks. In a recent study, the authors of [62]
performed a thorough performance evaluation of LTE and reached a number of interesting
findings. The LTE network topology is shown in Figure 6 [62]. The typical LTE network shown
in Figure 6 shows that the end users use User Equipments (UEs) to get access to the 4G LTE.
The Radio Access Network (RAN) connects UEs to the Core Network (CN). The RAN consists
of a number of Evolved Node B (eNB) or base stations. The authors collected data at the
Monitor. The role of Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP) is to split the end-to-end TCP
connections between the UE and the server port 80 or 8080 into two connections: the first is
between the UE and the PEP and the second is between the PEP and the server. The split is
transparent to the UEs. The PEP compresses data and acts as a cache, which leads to improved
performance.
LTE has been attracting more users because of the significantly higher bandwidths and lower
delays compared to the 3G networks. Nevertheless, the authors of [62] found that many TCP
connections underutilize the available bandwidth significantly, which incurs additional energy
consumption and makes data downloads take longer delays. The authors found that the main
cause of this underutilization of bandwidth is that some applications are energy and LTE
network unfriendly. The authors also found that the majority of LTE traffic (in terms of byte
count) is multi-media (video, audio and graphics). They found that user consumption of multimedia and the dominance of video have been significantly increasing compared to previous
studies. They also found that LTE outperforms WiFi in many cases and substantially
outperforms WiMAX.

Figure 6. The LTE network topology used measurements in [62].
Employing SVC can be very helpful for IPTV over LTE networks. SVC proved to be successful
in reducing packet loss and bandwidth requirements of video multi-casting in LTE with
acceptable video quality. SVC also provides graceful degradation of video quality for users in
the cell edge, where users near the base station are served with all the three temporal layers
(containing I, P and B frames) and the base temporal layer (containing I and P frames) is only
sent to users far from the base station [63]. Authors showed 18% reduction in bit rate with SVC
compared to simulcasting using H.264 without SVC. In [64], the authors proposed a dynamic
AMC and scheduling approach for MBSFN-based SVC video transmission in LTE networks.
The authors showed that the proposed scheduling can considerably save radio spectrum.
Power is an important issue in the transmission of video over LTE networks; lower transmission
rates help increasing sleep mode power conservation [56]. The capacity of poor receivers affects
the eMBMS performance. Existing power settings increase the transmission power for the
purpose of better covering poor nodes, which leads to more power consumption and
interference. There are two approaches to reduce power consumption in LTE. The first approach
multi-casts multi-media using layered video (i.e., through SVC), where the base layer is
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transmitted using high power at low rate and the enhancement layers are transmitted using
lower power and higher transmission rates. The second approach depends on power-efficient
multi-casting in the various layers like cooperative and opportunistic routing (network layer),
scheduling (MAC layer) and multi-cast beamforming (physical layer). Therefore, power
efficient SVC multi-casting should consider power savings in group, channel assign and
schedule [56].
For future research, these subjects must be profoundly studied in the case of mobile users in
LTE networks, as mobility can cause substantial CQI fluctuations. More efforts are also
required to explore the interactions between radio, network transport and application layers.
Moreover, new energy-efficient resource management policies and transport protocols are
needed. Finally, it is critical to optimize the LTE network for IPTV.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The increased data rates provided to end users and overwhelming the world with numerous
smart devices, like mobile phones and other handheld devices that can access the Internet from
anywhere at any time, have turned providing television over IP networks into reality. There are,
however, many unsolved issues in the realm of IPTV, especially if it is required to support
wireless and mobile IPTV. The complexity and challenges increase while integrating High
Definition TeleVision (HDTV) into IPTV. In this paper, we provided an extensive review for
the recent research efforts in the field of IPTV on areas like IPTV services, P2P IPTV, SVC and
IPTV, security and wireless and mobile IPTV.
Despite all the advancement, in video coding techniques, we believe further study is still needed
on how to efficiently encode real-time video because of the SVC’s encoder complexity [14].
SVC is a promising solution for providing TV services over IP networks [8]. The technical
complexities of the design of SVC features for the consumer end devices will decrease over
time allowing commercial deployment.
The work in [4] addressed three issues; request dispatching, content placement and controlling
collaboration scope to ensure QoS. We believe that there are still other issues that need to be
addressed in many-to-many service architectures. For example, how would such a system
perform with real-time live traffic? Also, although network coding [5] has been applied to P2P
IPTV (e.g., [6]), the many-to-many service architecture is different. Utilizing network coding in
such many-to-many service architectures, which have replicated redundant data, may bring
throughput, reliability and cost advantages. Finally, as suggested in [4], algorithms for high
definition video delivery in many-to-many architectures still need to be evaluated.
With respect to CDN-based IPTV distribution, there are three main challenges. First, the need to
optimize CDN deployment to reduce cost will always be an important challenge. This is due to
the continuously increasing demand on IPTV, intense competition in the content delivery
market and to the constant need to upgrade and maintain network hardware. The second
challenge is end-user miss-location, which is mainly caused by assigning end-users to CDN
servers based on the location of the DNS resolver that served the user, which in many cases
gives an inaccurate view on user location. Third, since CDNs have limited network knowledge,
inappropriate user assignment may lead to overloading network bottlenecks [38]. The above
challenges can be addressed through the collaboration between ISPs and CDNs, where [38] and
[39] are first steps towards this approach.
In addition, energy-efficient IPTV or Green IPTV should receive more attention. Current IPTV
providers’ multi-cast TV channels as close as possible to the user are needed to reduce the delay
perceived by the user as much as possible. However, not all channels have viewers all the time.
Therefore, selective multi-casting channels may reduce the consumed energy, especially for
high definition channels [40].
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Another research direction that needs further exploration is implementing IPTV services over
Information Centric Networks (ICN). ICN-based IPTV is yet to be explored because of the
challenging nature of ICN architectures [41].
User’s privacy remains a big issue in IPTV. A possible future direction to privacy preserving
IPTV as suggested by [53] could include utilizing game theory in the implementation of
recommender service.
The most important aspects of the IPTV security system remain the need to provide cost
effective state-of-the-art security with an ability to recover from a compromised system and the
need to provide a competitive open and interoperable security infrastructure with flexible
capability to allow service providers to innovate and explore new business models and
consumer experiences. Furthermore, while [53] has proposed a privacy-preserving multi-agent
based recommender service, the security of such services needs to be studied carefully. For
example, a breach of security of these services may render the service useless (by for example
submitting a large number of fake user ratings) or may defeat the goal of these services by being
able to trace a rating back to the originating user.
The other open issue that needs to be addressed as a research direction in IPTV security to
achieve content service protection [65] is transcodable encryption. That is to decrypt the
protected content and re-encode the decrypted content without considerable performance
overhead at the end user side.
To reduce the huge bandwidth requirements of multi-media contents, video compression
techniques must be employed. Since these compression techniques are lossy in nature,
degradation in the perceptual video quality is possible. Therefore, more efficient error control
mechanisms are required for better QoS and QoE in IPTV. It is also required to implement error
concealment techniques that do not increase the decoder’s complexity [12].
Channel zapping remains an issue that must be dealt with for successful IPTV deployment.
Channel zapping time should be as short as possible. If the channel zapping time is too long, the
quality of experience will be affected, which leads to user dissatisfaction. It is required to come
up with fast channel switching SVC configurations that reduce bandwidth on the access network
and facilitate backward compatibility [10].
Following the work of [9], we believe that more effort should be put to implement ContextAdaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) and EB slices decoding into mobile devices [9].
Additionally, the devices available today for providing wireless IPTV services are relatively
expensive, which makes them not affordable by home users in most cases. Therefore, more
research is required to address this issue. Other related topics include dynamic scheduling
algorithms [37], as well as rateless channel coding and data-partitioning [36].
Concerning mobile IPTV, future research directions include the derivation of MPLS-based
NGN architectures to support QoS, traffic engineering and VPN IPTV mobility requirements,
correlating networking resources, terminal capability, and user profile for mobile IPTV
streaming applications, integrating SVC coding technologies into mobile IPTV services and
devising display procedures for mobile IPTV users that are both viewer centric and context
aware [37].
We believe that an evaluation of current service deployments is necessary. It is also important to
research new encoding schemes for wireless devices exploiting SVC. Finally, we argue that
unlimited data plans might not be affordable now, but it is expected to be affordable in the
future, which permits the utilization of the full power of IPTV over LTE networks.
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APPENDIX A: ACRONYMS
Table 2. List of acronyms used in this paper.
Acronym
AP
AVC
CABAC
CN
CQI
eMBMS
eNB
GBR
HDTV
IDR
IMS
IPTV
ISP
LTE
MBS
MPEG
NAT

Description
Access Point
Advanced Video Coding
Context-Adaptive Binary
Arithmetic Coding
Core Network
Channel Quality Indicator
evolved Multi-media Broadcast
and Multi-cast Services
evolved Node B
Guaranteed Bit Rate
High Definition TeleVision
Instantaneous Decoding Refresh
IP Multi-media Subsystem
Internet Protocol TeleVision
Internet Service Provider
Long Term Evolution
Multi-cast and Broadcast Services
Moving Pictures Expert Group

Network Address Translation

Acronym
NGN
P2P
PC

Description
Next-Generation Network
Peer to Peer
Personal Computer

PEP
PTM
PTP

Performance Enhancing Proxy
Point-To-Multipoint
Point-To-Point

QoE
QoS
RAN
SHE
SNR
STB
SVC
UE
VoD
VSO
WiMAX

Quality of Experience
Quality of Service
Radio Access Network
Super Headend
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Set Top Box
Scalable Video Coding
User Equipment
Video on Demand
Video Serving Office
World interoperability for
Microwave Access
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ملخص البحث:
ح إل تت دددددد ح
دددددد
حبت
بعدددددداح الذدددددد فح اددددددوتحعبددددددت حرددددددتح دددددد ح ا دددددد ح ددددددتح دددددد
ح إل تت ددددد ح ادددددتح ددددد ح دددددتح ددددد ح ا حددددد ح
ددددد
حدددد ل محب ددددد ح ات فددددد ح ا ددددد ت ح دددددتحبت
ام ثفدددددد ح ايدددددد ل ح ددددددومحيس ودددددد ح ات يددددددي ح ا دددددد بث ح اشددددددت ح اتذ وددددددد ح دددددد ح
ح إل تت دددددد ح ت ددددددد ح الذ بددددددد ح
ددددددد
ضددددددجم حإل ذددددددد فح ات فددددددوكح ام ليددددددد ح ددددددتحبت
اتددددددتح ح دددددد حرددددددتح ددددددو ح اميددددددا ح اددددددتح اعاددددددداحيددددددلح اع يدددددد ح اتددددددتح ت ددددددملحب دددددد وكح
دددددددد ح امودددددددتمتحردددددددتح
وتيودددددددي ح ات ليددددددد ح امت ايددددددد حردددددددتحيذددددددد مح شدددددددفيتح ا ددددددد و ح
ددددددت ح ندددددد ذح إل تت دددددد ح اددددددوتحدم ددددددلحا موددددددتجاييلح ال دددددد تييلح ددددددتف كحيلدددددد ح اددددددتح
ح امعم ودددددددددددد ح ال ضدددددددددددذ ح امتع ددددددددددد حب اتشددددددددددد ي ح اوددددددددددد تح
ددددددددددد
دددددددددددالح ا ت
ح إل تت دددددد ح ح
دددددد
اال دددددد ت ح ددددددتح اددددددتأ حيددددددلحع ح ات فددددددوكح اموددددددتلاكح ددددددتحبت
دددددو مح ددددد ح اعادددددداحيدددددلح اتحددددداد حر ددددداحبددددداعح اعادددددداحيدددددلحيدددددو ل تح امحتددددد ح يدددددو ل تح
ح إل تت ددددددد ح
ددددددد
خددددددداي ح إل تت ددددددد حبت ددددددداد حخددددددداي ح ات فدددددددوكح ا تمددددددد ح دددددددتحبت
ا وب تل ح
حع ح انتددددددزح حددددددو مح ددددد دالح اح ددددد حي ددددد ح ادددددتح امو دددددداحيدددددلح اذ ددددد ح حددددد ح دددددو ح
ا و ددددددد حردددددددتحيدددددددا ح ددددددد حيدددددددلحيذددددددد ح ا حددددددد ح امتع ددددددد حبددددددد ات فوكح ا تمددددددد ح دددددددتح
ح إل تت ددددددد حر دددددددتح لددددددد حع ح ا ليددددددد ح اجاييددددددد ح اع يددددددد حاجددددددداي ح ات فدددددددوكح
ددددددد
بت
ح إل تت ددددددد ح ح اموددددددد ت ح اتشجي دددددددي ح امت نددددددد حب ددددددد ح ددددددد ح
ددددددد
ا تمددددددد ح دددددددتحبت
حددددد ل مح ت ددددد ح ادددددتحيوددددد ح ليددددد ح اتشدددددفيتح اتدددددتحدم دددددلحع ح ددددد حع ددددد حا ت فدددددوكح ام ليددددد ح
ح إل تت دددددددد حرددددددددتح اموددددددددت ح بج صدددددددد ح شددددددددفيتح ا دددددددد وح ا بدددددددد ح
دددددددد
ددددددددتحبت
ا تدددددداود حبعدددددداحلادددددد ح لدددددد ح ا و دددددد ح ددددددتذح ددددددد حيجت فدددددد حا ت فددددددوكح ام ليدددددد ح ددددددتح
ح ات دددددد حيدددددلح ددددد ح يدددددتح ادددددتح يدددددتح ح
ح إل تت ددددد حبمددددد حردددددتحلاددددد ح ددددد
ددددد
بت
ح ددددددد ح امحتدددددد ح دددددد ح تلدددددد مح ا و دددددد ح اعمدددددد ح اتتيوددددددتحرددددددتحيذدددددد مح امودددددد ت ح
دددددد
ح اتتيوددددددي ح
امت ندددددد حب يدددددد ح اج صددددددي ح حدددددد حعخيددددددت حرددددددتحيذدددددد مح إل ذدددددد
ح
ح إل تت ددددددد حردددددددتح اشددددددد
ددددددد
ردددددددتحييدددددددا حخددددددداي ح ات فدددددددوكح امودددددددتلاكح ادددددددتحبت
اال دددددد ي حيدددددد ح اتت يددددددوح ددددددتح دددددداد ح اجدددددداي ح ام ليدددددد ح ددددددتح اتندددددد وحرددددددتح امددددددا ح
ان د ح
عت ددددداحع حيثددددد ح دددددو ح اموددددد
ث يدددددددمحع فوددددددد حب ددددددد وكح
إل تت ددددددد ح ددددددد حع حدتعم ددددددد
تددددددددالح ات فدددددددوكح ام ليددددددد ح

ح دددددي حل حر تددددداكح يدددددتكحا ددددد بثيلح ادددددودلحاددددداد ح اتأ ددددد حردددددتح
ح
ددددددد
م ايددددددد حردددددددتحيذددددددد مح ات فدددددددوكح ا تمددددددد ح دددددددتحبت
حردددددددتحيع اذددددددد ح امشددددددد ال ح ا حثيددددددد ح امفت بددددددد حيدددددددلحع ددددددد ح
ح إل تت ددددددد ح ع ثدددددددتحرددددددد .ثتحيدددددددلح ا ددددددد حح
ددددددد
دددددددتحبت
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ABSTRACT
Recently, the triangle features have been applied in digit recognition by adopting the angle as a part of
the features. Most of the studies in digit recognition area which applied these features have given
impressive results. However, the issue of big gap values that occurred between angles, ratios and
gradients has shown a strong impact on the accuracy of the results. Therefore, we introduce our
proposed method which is data normalization that has adopted the nature of triangle geometry in order
to resolve this issue. Besides, we have applied other techniques, such as Z-score, Minimax and LibSVM
function in the experiment. There are four digit datasets used which are HODA, MNIST, IFHCDB and
BANGLA. The results of classification have shown that our proposed method has given better results
compared to other techniques.

KEYWORDS
Triangle features, Triangle geometry, Feature extraction, Feature normalization, Feature scaling.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Feature Geometry
Feature geometry is a compound of the basic geometric building blocks (e.g., points, lines,
curves, surfaces and polygons) [1]. It was developed by [2], where natural classes are
represented by hierarchical structures as well as by features themselves which have represented
a major revision of the theory proposed by [3].
Feature geometry is an assortment of points that may produce a kind of multipoint, polyline or
polygon geometry. Points are defined and created using the x, y coordinates, M is the measured
value and Z is the vertical location. Every geometry kind has a definition that helps verify its
validity. The tool should be designed to consider the geometry types. Whether or not it changes
the geometry doesn't matter, however it has to handle the choice.

1.2 Properties of Triangle
A triangle is a closed figure that consists of three points which the three line segments have
linked end-to-end. It is also known as a three sided polygon. There are eight properties or
features for a triangle, which are: vertex, base, altitude, median, area, perimeter, interior angles
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and exterior angles. Generally, there are three types of triangle, which are: equilateral triangle,
isosceles triangle and scalene triangle [4]. Nevertheless, there are three other types of triangle
which can be formed from a scalene triangle. These are: acute scalene triangle, obtuse scalene
triangle and isosceles right triangle. Table 1 shows the description of types of scalene triangle,
while Figure 1 shows examples of types of triangle.
Table 1. Description of types of scalene triangle.
Types of Scalene Triangle
Acute Scalene Triangle
Obtuse Scalene Triangle
Isosceles Right Triangle

Description
This triangle has three angles each of which is less than 90
degrees.
This triangle has an angle which is more than 90 degrees.
This triangle has one right angle (90°).

Figure 1. Examples of types of triangle.
Briefly, the vertex is known as a corner. It also refers to a point where lines meet. Usually, the
vertex is used to mark the corners of a polygon. In addition, the included angle at each vertex is
known as an interior angle of the polygon. Figure 2 shows an example of included angle [5].
However, in this paper, we are adopting scalene triangle, because the digit form is not
symmetrical on the left and right sides like our eyes and nose, as stated in [6]. In with the [7],
the author has reported that the Arabic digit and calligraphy do not have any pattern with the
potential to form three edges for a triangle. Moreover, the author [7] has used nine features
which will be described in detail in the feature extraction topic.
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Figure 2. Included angle [5].

1.3 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is an important task in image processing, because of the meaningful features
extracted are vital in representing an object. An object is modelled and represented by
geometrical properties. Geometry has properties that can be used in object recognition. The
triangle properties have been adopted by many researchers to generate the proposed features for
image classification. The triangle geometry is widely used in biometric research, such as face
and fingerprint recognition [8]–[12]. Apart from that, other researchers have also adopted the
similar geometry for intrusion [13], vehicle detection [14] and digit recognition [16]–[17].
In this paper, the triangle geometry features are used to extract the features from digit datasets.
The triangle features have been proposed by [18]-[19]. These nine features of triangle are shown
in Table 2.
The features in Table 2 will be applied to the several zones in order to increase the accuracy of
classification by using Support Vector Machine (SVM). In this case, the Cartesian Plane Zone
has been chosen as the initial method in conducting the experiments. It also can be applied to
other zoning methods. Therefore, this paper is focusing on how the triangle features are
normalized or being scaled. In this paper, we also explicate the results of classification after
using several techniques as aforementioned.
The triangle geometry used by [17]-[18] is based on the Scalene Triangle method. In [18], 21
features have been used based on the Scalene Triangle method. However, only three out of 21
features are directly used in the experiments. The features are: angles of corners which have
been labeled as A, B and C, ratios of sides
and gradient of side for each
angle added by authors in [17].
The feature values of angles A, B and C are big compared to the features in 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9.
This can be proven based on the example of results in Table 3. The huge gap between angles of
corners, ratios of sides and gradients proposed by [18] has imposed a big impact on the accuracy
of classification. Thus, the features need to be scaled in order to improve the accuracy of result.
By using HODA train dataset which consists of
tr_10009_0.bmp, tr_10013_0.bmp,
tr_10014_0.bmp and tr_10022_0.bmp, the samples of extracted features that used the triangle
features in [17] are illustrated in Table 3.
In Table 3, the values of A, B and C have shown that both angle gaps between ratios and
gradients are very obvious. Due to this issue, the angles must be scaled in order to lessen the
gaps. Recently, there are many normalization algorithms which can be applied to extract the
features; for example, Z-score, libSVM, etc. However, this paper has reported the normalization
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technique by using the original extracted values which has been obtained from triangle
geometry features, Z-score [20], libSVM scale function [21] and our proposed method.
Table 2. Triangle features [20].
Triangle

No.
1
2
3

Feature
c:a
a:b
b:c

4

A

5

B

6

C

7

ΔBA

8

ΔBC

9

ΔCA

Formula
c:a = c/a
a:b = a/b
b:c = b/c

Table 3. Example results of HODA train dataset.
c:a
0.63
1.05
2.06
0.97
0.63

a:b
0.62
0.49
0.89
0.51
0.62

b:c
2.55
1.92
0.54
2.02
2.55

i. Feature ratios

-0.67
-0.17
0.25
-0.13
-0.67

-0.5
0
0
-0.25
-0.5

-1
-0.33
0.5
0
-1

ii. Feature gradients

A
11.31
8.973
12.53
7.13
11.31

B
161.56
161.57
14.04
165.96
161.56

C
7.13
9.46
153.44
6.91
7.13

iii. Feature angles

The original features have been extracted by using triangle features shown in Table 3. These
original features will be classified by using Support Vector Machine (SVM) without applying
the normalization algorithm on the features. However, the triangle features will be normalized
by using Z-score algorithm based on Equation (1). The normalized triangle features are worked
out based on a linear scale and features will be scaled between ranges -1 to 1.

(1)

2. DATA COLLECTION AND METHOD
In this paper, we have used four different datasets that are taken from Arabic, Roman and
Bangla handwritings. These datasets are known as HODA [22], Isolated Farsi Handwritten
Character Database (IFHCDB) [23], MNIST [24] and BANGLA [25]. HODA and IFHCDB
datasets are taken from Arabic handwriting. The MNIST dataset is taken from a Roman
handwriting, while BANGLA dataset is taken from a Bangla handwriting. These datasets
consist of alphabets and digits. However, in this paper, we are only focusing on digits instead
of alphabets. The example of digits used in this paper is shown in Figure 3. Further details about
these datasets can be referred to in [26].
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2.1 Pre-processing
In the pre-processing, all datasets will be converted into a binary image by using Otsu’s method
[27]. After that, the datasets will get through the labelling process. The labelling process is a
process to rename the images based on their type (test and train). In binary form, the foreground
image is known as ‘1’, while the background image is known as ‘0’. However, the binary
images in HODA are different, whereas the foreground is white while the background is black.
Thus, the images in HODA dataset will be inverted and the labelling process will take place
thereafter. These datasets which are involved in pre-processing are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Pre-processing.

2.2 Proposed Method
In this paper, we have proposed a method based on the problem in [17]. The problem of huge
gaps between the values of gradients, ratios of sides and angles of corners has imposed a strong
impact on the accuracy of the results. However, we have only focused on the problem related to
the angles of corners. As known, the total of a triangle’s angles is 180 degrees. The total of a
triangle’s angles can be referred to in Equation (2).
(2)
In our proposed method, we have divided each angle by 180 degrees based on the total of a
triangle’s angles. This can be represented as shown in Equations (3), (4) and (5).
(3)
(4)
(5)
After diving each angle by 180 degrees, the triangle features represented in [18] have been
changed. The triangle features in [17] are shown in Equation (6) while the new triangle features
proposed are shown in Equation (7).
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(6)
(7)
In this paper, we have applied the Cartesian Plane Zone [28] as shown in Table 4. This zone has
one main triangle and four zones represented as Zone A, Zone B, Zone C and Zone D.
Table 4. Cartesian plane zone.
Main Triangle
111111111100111111111
111111111000011111111
111111110000001111111
111111110000000111111
111111000000000111111
111110000000000011111
111100000111100001111
111100001111110001111
111000011111111000111
110000111111111000011
100000111111111000001
100001x111x1111100001
00001111111001x110000
000011111100001110000
000111111000001110000
000111111000001110000
000111110000000100001
101111000000000000001
111110000000001000011
111100000111111111111

Zone B
Point B : (4 , 8)
Point C : (6 , 6)
Point A : (8 , 5)

Zone D
Point B : (2 , 14)
Point C : (5 , 15)
Point A : (7 , 17)

11111111110
11111111100
11111111000
11111111000
11111100000
11111000x00
111100x0011
11110000111
1110x001111
11000011111
10000011111
10000111111
10000111111
00001111111
00001111110
00x11111100
00011x11100
00011111000
1011110x000
11111000000
11110000011

00111111111
00011111111
00001111111
00x00111111
00000111111
00000011111
1110x001111
11110001111
111110x0111
11111000011
11111000001
11111100001
11111100001
10011110000
00001110000
00001110000
00001x10x00
00x00100001
00000000001
00001000011
11111111111

Zone A
Point B : (12 , 3)
Point C : (14 , 6)
Point A : (16 , 8)

Zone C
Point B : (12 , 16)
Point C : (15 , 15)
Point A : (18 , 15)

Point B : (6 , 11)
Point C : (10 , 11)
Point A : (14 , 12)

Based on Table 4, the triangle form can be performed based on the coordinates of triangle that
are represented by points A, B and C in each zone and the main triangle. Figure 4 shows the
triangle form based on the coordinates, while Table 5 shows the summary of formulation for
each zone including the main triangle.
Based on Table 5,
and
are the coordinates of point C for angles and of the main
triangle, while
and
are the width and height of the image that has been converted into
binary form. The coordinate of
is used as a border for the horizontal plane, while the
coordinate of
is used as a border for the vertical plane. Based on the combination of the four
zones, there are 36 features produced. This has caused that the total of features for Cartesian
Plane Zone is 45 features, including the main triangle. As information, these zones are formed
based on the coordinates of point C which is known as the centroid of the zone. We can
distinguish between them by a shaded image. The mark ‘ ’ on the red line is point C which is
the centroid for Zone A as shown in Figure 5. The mark ‘ ’ at the right side is point A, whereas
at the left side it is point B. As information, the coordinates of point C need to be identified first
before the coordinates of point A and point B. The coordinate of point C is used as a divider
between right and left sections. The centroid at the right section represents point A, while the
centroid at the left section represents point B. These features will be extracted by using the
triangle concept. The results of feature extraction have produced 45 features after applying the
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Cartesian Plane Zone. These features have been applied to HODA, IFHCDB, MNIST and
BANGLA datasets.

Figure 4. The form of triangle based on the coordinates.
Table 5. Summary of Cartesian plane zone.
Zone

Main Triangle

A

B

C

D

Binary
Image

111111111100111111111
111111111000011111111
111111110000001111111
111111110000000111111
111111000000000111111
111110000000000011111
111100000111100001111
111100001111110001111
111000011111111000111
110000111111111000011
100000111111111000001
100001x111x1111100001
00001111111001x110000
000011111100001110000
000111111000001110000
000111111000001110000
000111110000000100001
101111000000000000001
111110000000001000011
111100000111111111111

00111111111
00011111111
00001111111
00x00111111
00000111111
00000011111
1110x001111
11110001111
111110x0111
11111000011
11111000001
11111100001

11111111110
11111111100
11111111000
11111111000
11111100000
11111000x00
111100x0011
11110000111
1110x001111
11000011111
10000011111
10000111111

11111100001
10011110000
00001110000
00001110000
00001x10x00
00x00100001
00000000001
00001000011
11111111111

10000111111
00001111111
00001111110
00x11111100
00011x11100
00011111000
1011110x000
11111000000
11110000011

Height (h)
Width (w)
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Figure 5. Zone A.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
In this paper, all the experiments were conducted by using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Table 6 shows the details of system requirements for SVM.
Table 6. System requirements for SVM.
Type
SVM Weka

LibSVM tool
(for grid search)

System Requirement
Windows 7 and 8.1
Ram size 4Gb and above
Version 3.6.9
Windows 7 and 8.1
Ram size 12Gb and above
Python software (64bit, Version 3.5.0)
Gnu plot: gp510-20150831 version
Libsvm-3.17-GPU version, 64bit

The SVM classifier was chosen in order to compare the proposed method using the four datasets
with the state-of-the-art works in this area. Cost and gamma are obtained from grid search using
libSVM tool. There are three selected values of cost that were attained from grid search libSVM
results, which are: c=32, c=8 and c=2, while gamma is g=0.00782. At this stage, the example of
train and test images is provided by test datasets. The number of train and test images can be
referred to in [26].
The first experiment has been conducted by using features without scaling, while the second
experiment has been conducted by using Z-score algorithm. Table 7 shows the result without
using normalization. It has been performed with an accuracy of not more than 70%. Among
these datasets, HODA dataset has achieved the best result with an accuracy of 69.97%, while
MNIST had the worst result with an accuracy of 52.06% in the first experiment. However, the
result of classification shows some improvement that can be made by using either feature
extraction or data normalization algorithm. Table 7 shows the results without using
normalization, while Table 8 shows the results of normalization using Z-score.
Table 7 and Table 8 show that the triangle features without data normalization are slightly better
compared to the results of data normalization by using Z-score algorithm. Thus, Z-score
algorithm cannot be used as data normalization for triangle features. The third experiment has
been conducted by using Minimax technique. We did not compare the results with those of
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SVM in [17]-[18], because the total of features used by [17]-[18] is not the same as used in this
research. In [17]-[18], the researchers have used more than 200 features compared to only 45
features in this paper. Therefore, the results produced will affect the accuracy rate. Besides, this
paper is introducing the data normalization technique that can be applied before the process of
classification. Table 9 shows the results of normalization using Minimax.
Table 7. Results without normalization.
Dataset/Cost (C)
BANGLA
HODA
MNIST
IFHCDB

C=32
55.75
69.33
52.06
65.47

C=8
56.1
69.41
52.14
65.62

C=2
55.65
69.67
52.34
66.09

Table 8. Results of normalization using Z-Score.
Dataset/Cost (C)
BANGLA
HODA
MNIST
IFHCDB

C=32
55.7
69.34
52.05
65.4138

C=8
56.03
69.41
52.11
65.62

C=2
55.85
69.65
52.33
66.10

Table 9. Results of normalization using Minimax.
Dataset/Cost (C)
BANGLA
HODA
MNIST
IFHCDB

C=32
71.2
87.93
74.02
89.81

C=8
66.775
87.93
71.86
87.66

C=2
58
87.93
69.23
84.15

The fourth experiment has been conducted by using our proposed method. Table 10 shows that
HODA and IFHCDB for Arabic digit datasets have achieved an accuracy of 90.35% and
91.72%, respectively compared to other datasets. All datasets which utilized our proposed
normalization method outperformed other methods. Next, Table 11 shows the comparison
results using a cost value of 32 and a gamma value of 0.078125, while Table 12 shows the
training time taken to build each technique.
Table 10. Results of proposed method (normalization using LibSVM).
Dataset/Cost (C)
BANGLA
HODA
MNIST
IFHCDB

C=32
77.3
90.35
77.91
91.72

C=8
75.1
89.1
76.42
91.25

C=2
71.65
87.55
73.86
90.57

Table 11. Comparison results.
Dataset

Without
normalization
using LibSVM

Normalization
using Z-Score

Normalization
using Minimax

BANGLA
HODA
MNIST
IFHCDB

55.75
69.33
52.06
65.47

55.7
69.34
52.05
65.41

71.2
87.925
74.02
89.81

Normalization
using LibSVM
(Proposed
Method)
77.3
90.35
77.91
91.72
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Table 12. Training time taken for each technique (in seconds).
Dataset

Without
normalization using
LibSVM

Normalization
using Z-Score

Normalization
using Minimax

BANGLA
HODA
MNIST
IFHCDB

33.16
103.68
492.07
7.24

277.36
6203.69
8304.22
233.94

508.69
8154.28
8747.97
333.79

Normalization
using LibSVM
(Proposed
Method)
343.1
6005.79
7771.47
138.7

Based on Table 12, the training time taken for our proposed method was remarkably longer
compared to the case without normalization using LibSVM technique. However, the results
without normalization were worse compared to other techniques. Besides, the time taken for our
proposed method has shown to be shorter in general compared to normalization using Z-Score
and Minimax techniques.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper is extended from our previous article [28]. Overall, we report that our normalization
method using triangle features is suitable to our feature extraction method. Previously, we have
published several papers on techniques that have been used in the extraction process. However,
we have never mentioned any normalization techniques which are used to enhance the accuracy
of classification for digit datasets. Thus, in this paper, we have stated that we have used
normalization technique in our features before the process of classification. We used our
proposed normalization algorithm in [18] without reporting it. Thus, any benchmarking should
be referred to in paper [18]. In [18], we have introduced 25 zones in order to improve the
accuracy of classification. Based on Table 11, the results have shown that our proposed method
has better results compared to other techniques. Thus, it has been proven that our proposed
method which is based on the nature of summation of angles A, B and C that are equal to 180
degrees has given better results using LibSVM technique. The next step will consider further
improvements in different rotation invariants.
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:ملخص البحث
تمممممثاًمممممدام خاائمممممثلدافا تممممم ألراام منممممم اعممممماات ووممممم اا ممممم فا ممممم ا اممممم اا ث ممممم اام ا اممممم ا
جمممم ماخالمممم ااملتمممم ألراا ممممداا امممم اج م ومممم اامد ائمممم اعمممماال مممم ات وومممم اا مممم فاامثمممماا
ائمممممثلدل اتنمممممنااملتممممم ألرامثممممم ألإال ممممم ال اا لممممم ا ممممممن اعممممم ا ال ممممم م اام ممممم اامك وممممم ا
امثممممااًممممدل ااممممو اام اامممم ا م ممممناا امممميرا ام ويممممم ا مممم ام مممم اتمممم لو ا مممم اا نمممم ا مممم ا
امنثممممم ألإاا م مممممطا امًثممممم ا اًممممم خاعمممممااسمممممطباامد ائممممم اسممممماا ممممم ا ممممم ات ممممم ا اام و مممممم ا
ا ئممممثلدافا ولمممم اسندئمممم اام منمممم المممم ااجمممم اًمممم ااسممممطباام مممم م ااإممممم اج مممممنا مممممن ا اًنمممم ا
) اعمممممممممممممممممااLibSVM )اMinimax ) اZ-Score تًنوممممممممممممممممم اا ممممممممممممممممم المممممممممممممممممم ا
مممممم المممممم اام و ممممممم ا
امث مممممم عاام ثلنًمممممم اا ممممممطباامد ائمممممم اا ممممممداتممممممثاائممممممثلدافاا امممممم ال
"ااBANGLA" "اIFHCDB" "اMNIST" "اHODA"ام ومممممممممممممممممممممممممممم اسمممممممممممممممممممممممممممما ا
اونمممممممم امثمممممممم ألإاامثتممممممممنوطاا ااما اًمممممممم اام ًث ًمممممممم اا امممممممم امثمممممممم ألإااع مممممممم الً ممممممممم ا
اا
ا مثًنو ااال
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ABSTRACT
Spectrum sensing is a key enabling technology for cognitive radio networks (CRNs). The main objective
of spectrum sensing is to provide more spectrum access opportunities to cognitive radio users without
interfering with the operations of the licensed network. Spectrum sensing decisions can lead to erroneous
sensing with low performance due to fading, shadowing and other interferences caused by either terrain
inconsistency or dense urban structure. In order to improve spectrum sensing decisions, in this paper a
cooperative spectrum sensing scheme is proposed. The propagation conditions such as the variance and
intensity of terrain and urban structure between two points with respect to signal propagation are taken
into consideration. We have also derived the optimum fusion rule which accounts for location reliability
of secondary users (SUs). The analytical results show that the proposed scheme slightly outperforms the
conventional cooperative spectrum sensing approaches.

KEYWORDS
Cooperative spectrum sensing, Location-aware, Cognitive radio, Signal propagation, Urban
environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s wireless networks are characterized by a fixed spectrum assignment policy. As a result
of increasing demands for wireless applications, there is a lack of frequency resources. In recent
years, we have seen a significant interest in quantitative measurements of licensed and
unlicensed spectrum utilization. Several research groups, companies and regulatory bodies have
conducted studies of varying times and locations with the aim to capture the overall utilization
rate of spectrum. These studies have given a significant amount of insight into spectrum use [1],
[2]. Most of these studies have shown that a large amount of allocated spectrum are underutilized and create what is called spectrum holes, resulting in a waste of valuable frequency
resources [3]–[5]. Spectrum holes represent the potential opportunities for non-interfering use of
spectrum and are considered as multi-dimensional regions within frequency, time and space.
Consequently, high blockage probabilities are unavoidable for many users due to shortages of
frequency resources caused by inefficient utilization. Cognitive radio (CR) technology is
introduced in the literature to solve these ongoing spectrum inefficiency problems. The term
cognitive radio was first introduced by Mitola in the 1990s to take advantage of the underutilized scarce wireless spectrum [6]. CR is a key enabling technology for dynamic spectrum
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access, which provides higher bandwidth to mobile users via heterogeneous wireless
architectures [7].
There are three main CR paradigms for sharing the spectrum: interweave, overlay and underlay.
In interweave paradigm, cognitive users opportunistically exploit the primary radio spectrum
only when the primary signal is detected to be idle. In overlay paradigm, cognitive users help
maintain and/or improve primary users’ (incumbent users) communication while utilizing some
spectrum resources for their own communication needs. The underlay paradigm allows
cognitive users to share the frequency bandwidth of the primary network only if the resultant
interference power level at the primary receiver is below a given threshold.
CR is performed by a cycle which consists of three main stages: spectrum sensing, dynamic
spectrum allocation and transmit power control, see Figure 1. Spectrum sensing is considered as
one of the most challenging tasks in CR technology [8]-[9]. In dynamic spectrum allocation,
channels are allocated to users based on spectrum availability. This allocation also depends on
internal and/or external policies between cooperative networks. Transmit power control enables
CR transmission to be controlled at the beginning of and during the transmission. This enables
CRNs to serve more users and to lower the interference to the spectrum owners [10]. In
spectrum sensing, the performance is usually measured by two key factors: probability of
detection and probability of false alarm. The former is a probability that the detector correctly
detects the signal when it is present in a given band. On the contrary, probability of false alarm
is a probability that the detector incorrectly detects the presence of a signal though it is actually
in temporal/permanent idle state. Probabilities are usually represented in a plot of the
probability of detection versus the probability of false alarm, which is commonly referred to as
radio operating characteristics (ROC). In this paper, these two factors will be the basis for
determining the reliability of the proposed scheme and the results will be compared with the
performance of the conventional hard combining scheme. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:




We analyze the effect of the SUs’ locations on spectrum sensing.
We derive the fusion rule with consideration of SUs’ locations within cooperative
cognitive spectrum sensing.
We propose a location-aware cooperative sensing scheme that combines the sensing
results from multiple SUs. The sensing results are considered according to the reliability
measured by the location information.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Back- ground and motivation are presented
in the next section. In Section 3, we define the system model and assumptions of the
cooperative CR network that is used in our analysis. Section 4 gives a review of our proposed
sensing method. Analytical results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we make our concluding
remarks in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Spectrum Sensing
Spectrum sensing is considered as one of the most challenging tasks in CR technology [8]-[9].
In the literature, various spectrum sensing methods and algorithms have been investigated, each
having different operational requirements, advantages and disadvantages. The most common
sensing methods are: feature detector, matched filtering and energy detection. Feature detector
is performed using cyclic spectrum density function of the received signal or by matching
general features of the received signal to the already known primary signal characteristics. If the
structure of the signal source is known, optimal detection in stationary Gaussian noise is
achieved by matched filtering method and coherent detection. This type of coherent detection
may be a viable approach for early CR deployment, where the secondary system is limited to
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operate within a few systems such as Television (TV) and Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB).
However, if more bands are being opened for opportunistic access, the implementation cost and
complexity associated with this approach will increase [11]. A simpler alternative for the
detection of a signal in Gaussian noise is to employ energy detection, which has drawn more
attention in recent years, mainly due to its low complexity [12]. Energy detection determines the
existence or absence of PUs by comparing the received energy at a CR to a pre-defined
threshold. The performance of the energy detection increases monotonically with the quality of
the received signal [13]. In [9], energy detection technique has been tested in an environment of
low signal to noise ratio (SNR), while in [14] sequential energy detection was proposed to
reduce sensing time. The authors in [15]-[16] studied the performance of energy detection under
different channel constraints, such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and fading
channels. Measuring the power of the received signal is the only requirement for energy
detection, which then can be compared with a pre-defined threshold [17].

2.2 Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
The main challenge faced today by CR researchers is the ability to detect and utilize spectrum
opportunities on a non-interference basis. Constructive and/or destructive interference can occur
when signals travel along different paths to reach receivers, which causes attenuation and delay
to the signal.

Figure 1. Cognitive cycle.
The received signal consists of several multi-path components, each of which is the result of the
interaction of the transmitted waves with the surrounding environment. This issue has prompted
researchers to turn to cooperative cognitive radio (CCR) networks, where all CRs collaborate in
the spectrum sensing process. The advantage gained by using CCR networks lies at the
achievable space diversity due to using multiple CRs [18]-[19]. In this context, cooperation
indicates that a number of CRs are responsible to sense one particular channel at defined time
and location. Cooperative sensing has gained interest in recent research papers, such as the work
in [20]–[23]. Different cooperative sensing strategies have been studied to achieve better
reliability of detecting primary signals. Sensing performance of a multiple primary user detector
is discussed in [11]. Analytical formulae have been found for its false alarm probability and
decision threshold. Numerical examples show significant performance gain over several
detection algorithms in scenarios with realistic parameters. In [24], a weighted cooperative
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spectrum sensing scheme based on energy detection for minimizing the total error probability in
CCR networks is investigated and analyzed, with resorting to allocation of optimal weight
coefficients to individual cooperative secondary users.
Cooperative sensing is proposed in the literature as a solution to the problems that arise in
spectrum sensing due to noise uncertainty, fading and shadowing [20]. However, the
performance of cooperative spectrum sensing can be deceptive, because it highly depends on the
reliability of the global decision. To address this challenge, various potential solutions were
presented, as in [24] and [11]. In these studies, it is assumed that all secondary users are capable
of estimating the received power with equal accuracy. However, such an assumption may not be
always realistic, especially in high terrain and urban areas, where the structure of signal paths
can vary dramatically. In this paper, we specifically address this issue and propose a new
scheme to optimize spectrum sensing by considering location awareness. We show that the
accuracy of spectrum sensing can be improved by avoiding secondary users’ incorrect decisions
caused by refraction and diffraction of primary signals. Furthermore, the proposed scheme takes
advantage of spatial diversity raised due to the random distribution of secondary users within
the coverage area.
Table 1. Notations used.

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this paper, we consider an infrastructure-based CCR network which consists of one primary
and one secondary network. A secondary base station (SBS) which also functions as a fusion
center is also part of the secondary network. The network includes 𝑀 number of secondary
users (SUs), which are scattered in a given geographical area at the periphery of the coverage of
the SBS.
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Figure 2. System model.
In Figure 2, SUs observe the same hypotheses independently and transmit their measurements
to the SBS through a dedicated control channel which is assumed to maintain communication
between SUs and their associated SBS. Here, the control channel is considered to be perfect.
Similarly, the primary network consists of a primary base station (PBS) and primary users
(PUs). Since we are interested in the downlink frequency channels of the primary network, SUs
only perform spectrum sensing to target downlink channels (from the base station to the user),
which are transmitted by the PBS. SBS decides whether a primary signal exists or not, which is
a normal random process that depends on both the PBS activities and the spectrum sensing
accuracy of SUs. Spectrum sensing at the SUs is performed using energy detection, which is
commonly formulated as a Neyman-Pearson (NP) type binary hypothesis test problem. In such
sensing technique, the received signal at each SU and at time t is given by [16].
if channel is free H 0
wi (t )
ri (t )  
if channel is busy H 1
h si (t )  wi (t )

(1)

where h is the channel given, si (t ) is the transmitted signal and wi (t ) is the AWGN with zero
mean and unit power 𝒩(0,1). The hypothesis models H 0 and H 1 as presented in Equation (1)
denote the absence and the presence of the primary signal, respectively. The performance
measurement of any CR system is determined by its probability of detection Pd ,i and

 

 

 

probability of false alarm Pf ,i . High Pd ,i guarantees minimal interference with primary

 

network, and low Pf ,i guarantees throughput improvement for the secondary network. Both
measurements are used as the basis to determine the performance of CR systems in this paper.
Pd ,i and Pf ,i can be estimated by:

and

Pd ,i  PrY  H1 

(2)

Pf ,i  PrY  H 0 ,

(3)

where Y is the received energy. The probability of detection in Equation (2) refers to the
probability of accepting H1 when H1 is true. The probability of false alarm in Equation (3)
refers to the probability of accepting H1 when H0 is true [9]. With direct computation of (2) and
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(3), we have:
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(4)
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Pf ,i  Q  
 1 N  ,
2
 N

w




(5)

 is the threshold,  w 2 is the noise power, Q(.) is the Q function,  is the average
signal to noise ratio and N is the sample number [16]. According to the information collected
where

from SUs, the SBS makes its final decision about the spectrum availability. A specified decision
method is adopted in order for the SBS to reach its final conclusion. Decision methods are
generally divided into hard combination decision and soft combination decision. In hard
combination decision, each SU reports its local decision to the SBS and the decision is made
from a specific rule, such as logic “AND” and logic “OR”. Hard combining is simple to
implement and requires lower overhead (e.g., one-bit) [25]. For soft combination decision, the
original observed data at the SUs, such as received power, is reported to the SBS and the
decision is obtained by using one of the available techniques, such as equal gain combining
(EGC) and log likelihood ratio (LLR) [25]–[27]. Soft combining method outperforms hard
combining method in terms of the probability of missed opportunity. However, hard combining
decisions are found to perform as good as soft decisions when the number of SUs is high [25].
In this paper, we consider hard combination decision as the core of our cooperative spectrum
sensing decision method. In order to improve the accuracy of the chosen sensing method, we
assume that the system is aware of the SU’s location. SUs can be located in high dense built
areas, where power measurements are less reliable due to various phenomena such as diffraction
and reflection. It is important that the sensing decision method considers the SUs’ locations to
determine the environmental conditions of SUs, because the sensing accuracy is a function of
location in respect to the source signal. Inaccurate sensing measurements, which are sent to the
SBS, can potentially degrade the sensing accuracy. In a typical cellular network, the locations
are stored in the HLR (Home Location Register). The HLR is the central user database in the
mobile radio network. It stores the user and subscriber information. The location of both PBS
and SUs can be described by longitude and latitude, which are a random collection of points on
a coverage area [7]. The locations of PBSs can be obtained based on publicly available data,
such as Consolidated Database System (CDBS). The locations of mobile SUs can be determined
by various location estimation techniques, such as time-of-arrival (TOA), angle-of-arrival
(AOA), received signal strength (RSS), pattern recognition and Bayesian filters [28].

4. LOCATION-AWARE COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
4.1 Urban Propagation
Since spectrum is a very limited commodity in mobile communication systems, particularly in
urban areas, we focus our study on urban environment [29]. Propagation of electromagnetic
waves in urban areas in cellular frequencies is influenced by the geographical and structural
area. Therefore, a detailed vector database of the buildings is required in order to establish a
propagation map. Typically, the multi-path propagation is very important in urban
environments. Urban propagation models already play an important role in the development,
planning and deployment of mobile radio systems where coverage is the primary goal. Urban
propagation models could also be used for signal detection reassessment, as we show in this
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paper. The attenuation of the signal strength in cellular frequencies is caused by three factors:
path loss, multi- path fading and shadowing [30]. Here, we define the three attenuation factors:






Path loss factor characterizes the rate at which the signal strength decays with the
increase of the distance from a transmitter. Path loss factor increase is observed when
signal propagation is subject to reflection and deflection from surrounding objects, such
as floors, walls and trees.
Multi-path fading, also called fast fading, is the propagation phenomenon that results in
radio signals reaching the receiving antenna by two or more paths. This is caused by
reception of multiple copies of a transmitted signal through multi-path propagation. An
amplitude distribution is often described by a Rician or Rayleigh distribution,
depending on whether a dominant component among the multiple copies exists or not.
Usually, fast fading effect can be removed by averaging the received power over a time
interval.
Shadowing, often referred to as slow fading, represents a slow variation in a received
signal strength due to obstacles in propagation paths. This factor increases the signal
detection uncertainty.

4.2 Proposed Scheme
We propose a scheme, which is capable of improving the sensing accuracy of a CCR system. In
this scheme, SUs determine their locations to realize the signal path quality in reference to the
PBS (source signal). The location data of SUs are sent to the SBS for further investigation, see
Figure 3. Knowledge of SUs’ locations at the SBS can determine whether a line-of-sight (LOS)
between transmitter and receiver exists and whether the path is obstructed by large building
developments and structures such as wind turbines (e.g., Non- line-of-sight (NLOS)
propagation), …etc., which can potentially cause the received signal to be less detectable at the
SUs. Such consequential impact can degrade the sensing quality when considering a global
decision.

4.3 Trust Value
In the proposed scheme, the sensing results from SUs are returned to the SBS along with
location coordinates. We note that when SBS is in possession of the locations of SUs and PBS
and PBS’s networking information, including channel, height, transmit power antenna
directionality …etc., the SBS will have the ability to approximate a trust value. There are a
number of propagation models, which are well designed and give good accuracy of signal
propagation, such as Okumura-Hata model, which is one of the most widely used empirical
propagation prediction models. It was developed through works of Y. Okumura and M. Hata
and is based on the results of extensive measurements in certain urban and sub-urban areas of
Japan. Such propagation model is used to predict the signal power of any point on a map, which
could be used to assign trust values for SUs. The pattern shown in Figure 4 is typical for a
power law based empirical model used in an urban environment. The sector antenna patterns are
clearly seen from the shape of the results. The lobes in the vertical pattern of each antenna
explain the alternating colours along a radius away from each antenna [31].
The trust value accounts for the density of the surrounding structure of a given SU and the
propagation environment in reference to the PBS (source signal) and can be written as:
𝑇𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑑𝑖,𝑃𝐵𝑆 (𝑡), ℎ𝑖(𝑡) , ℎ𝐵 , 𝑓0 , 𝐿, 𝐶),

(6)

where 𝑇𝑖(𝑡) ∈ ≤ 𝑇𝑖(𝑡) ≤ 1, 𝑑𝑖,𝑃𝐵𝑆 (𝑡) denotes the distance between the 𝑖th SU and the PBS at
time 𝑡, ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) denotes the SU height at time 𝑡, ℎ𝐵 denotes the PBS height, 𝐿 denotes the
propagation loss, 𝑓0 denotes the central frequency of the signal and 𝐶 is any physical constant.
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Figure 3. Proposed scheme.
The coverage area of the SBS can be divided into smaller sectors and a trust value is assigned
for each sector to represent the environmental propagation in respect to the relevant PBS. The
trust value reassesses the sensing data before the fusion process to obtain the global decision.
The motivation is to make a comparison between the real sensed signal power, which is
received at the SUs, and the expected signal power at each corresponding sector in the coverage
area. Trust value contributes to enhance the accuracy of the SBS when the global decision of a
particular channel status is calculated.

4.4 Elimination
An SU can be assigned either a low or high trust value. A low trust value indicates that an SU is
located in a shadowed area (e.g., highly dense urban area); whereas a high trust value indicates
that an SU is located in a less structured region (e.g., LOS propagation is predicted). If an SU is
assigned a low trust value, it will be eliminated from subsequent procedures. This step ensures
that such an SU does not make any significance when considering a global decision at the SBS.
SUs submit the locations and the sensing results simultaneously; therefore, assigning trust
values to SUs is time and space dependent. When an SU moves to a new location, a new trust
value is assigned which reflects the current location of the SU.
In this paper, we assume that all SUs in the coverage area of the SBS follow the same process.
Further steps are taken to SUs, which are assigned a high trust value. SUs measure the received
power using energy detection technique, which we briefly discussed in section 3.
SUs submit their local decision to the SBS in a form of hard decision (H0 , H1 ). These
measurements are further processed at the SBS. Based on the results obtained from the SUs, the
SBS determines whether the corresponding channel is free of any primary transmission. We list
the detailed procedure in Algorithm 1.

4.5 Proposed Fusion Rule
In cooperative spectrum sensing and in hard combining scheme, SUs send their final one-bit
decisions to the SBS. ui  0,1 is the binary decision made by the 𝑖th SU, which in essence is a
logical decision metric. In this context, 0 and 1 indicate the absence and the presence of the
primary signal, respectively. There can be a number of fusion rules which are represented by
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Thus, Figure 3 and 4 shows only the area where the recei
power is above –80 dBm for at least two base sta
antennas.

Fig. 3 and 4 provide the “overlap” results for the COST2
Hata and ray-tracing model, respectively. The overlappin
severely underestimated in the empirical prediction c
The regions with overlap are concentrated near the b
station when predicted by the empirical model. However,
more accurate ray-racing model shows that the interinterference is wider spread especially in open areas.
users in these regions (where the interference
underestimated) will not only suffer themselves but also
lead to a decrease in quality or even a lack of service
others in the network because of the power con
algorithm. This leads to a loss of offered UMTS capacit
shown in the next section.
V. UMTS NETWORK SIMULATION

Figure 4.

Based on the coverage prediction shown above, Monte-C
simulations of users in a UMTS network were compute
described in section III. For a given user and tra
Fig. 1 Signal strength from empirical propagation predictions.
distribution, the coverage predictions are used to comp
the offered
service based on UMTS simulations. The res
Signal strength from empirical propagation predictions
[31].
of one user and traffic distribution are gathered in a so-ca
snapshot. The results presented here are a superposition
30 snapshots.

In Figures 5 and 6 each dot represents a mobile user. A d
colour (red or purple) means that the user cannot be ser
using the service that was required. Lack of sufficient po
is coded in red. Outage due to interference is shown
purple. Most “interfered” (purple) dots are mainly in
open areas and the “insufficient power” (red) dots are
remaining dark dots.

The simulations based on the empirical COST231-H
coverage predictions are far more optimistic then when u
the physical ray tracing propagation model: almost no ou
is found. This would be ideal if this result was correct.
this would be a severe problem for any network oper
desiring to implement such a real UMTS netw
Expectation of good service quality would not be met
this fact would discover only after deployment. Correc
actions or the re-design of the network would drain hum
and financial resources.
Fig. 2 Signal strength with ray tracing propagation predictions
[9]

k-out-of-K rule and
respectively:

Figure 2 shows the results for the ray-tracing model [9]. The
canyon effect of streets and the impact of the buildings on
the propagation are obvious. Comparing Figures 1 and 2, it
is observed that the field strength predicted by the empirical
COST231-Hata model is underestimated in most streets and
in open spaces. This is readily explained by the contribution
from diffractions and reflections that cannot be taken into
account in the empirical. Since UMTS radio network is
forsensitive
such torule,
the overall
detection
andthefalse
interference,
it is of interest
to visualize
area
where strong interference may occur due to cell overlap.

A. Qualitative results

The simulations based on the empirical COST231-H
coverage predictions are far more optimistic then when u
the physical ray tracing propagation model: almost no ou
is found. This would be ideal if this result was correct.
this would be a severe problem for any network oper
desiring to implement such a real UMTS network.

Expectation of good service quality would not be met
this fact would be discovered only after deploym
Corrective
actions or theare,
re-design of the network wo
alarm
probabilities
drain human and financial resources.
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and
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where

 K  K! ( K  q)!
  
.
q!
q 

(9)

SBS receives decisions from M SUs, decide H 1 if any of the total M individual decisions is
H 1 and decides H 0 otherwise. This fusion rule is known as the OR-rule or 1-out-of-M rule,
while AND rule corresponds to the case where k  K . SBS receives decisions from M SUs and
decides H 1 if all of the total M individual decisions are H 1 and decides H 0 otherwise. The
global probabilities of false alarm and detection for the two fusion rules can be obtained as:
OR fusion rule:

Qd ,or  1  1  Pd 

M

(10)

Q f ,or  1  1  Pf

M

(11)

and



AND fusion rule:

Qd ,and  Pd 

M

(12)

and

Q f ,and  Pf



M

.

(13)

Fusion of incoming local decisions and decisions that are made at the SBS are considered in this
paper. In the scenario discussed here, SUs could make only hard decisions, such that ui could
take only two values 0 or 1 based on its local observation ui  0,1. All the local detector SUs

observe the same channel at the same time. Each SU makes a local binary decision ui , where

{i =1,..., M } based on the local observation. The SBS produces the global decision uo  0,1.

This problem is known as the binary hypothesis test, since the system chooses, between two
hypotheses, where H 0 and H 1 are the noise only hypothesis and the signal plus noise
hypothesis, respectively. The optimum fusion rule for this problem is given by the likelihood
ratio test (LRT) as:
uo 1

Pr(u1 , u 2 ,..., u M H 1 )
Pr(u1 , u 2 ,..., u M H 0 )





,

(14)

uo 0

where 𝜂 is a threshold which is determined by the specified values of 𝑃𝑑,𝑖 and 𝑃𝑓,𝑖 . Next, we
assume that Pd ,i  Pf ,i , where {i =1,..., M } . This assumption is common in CCR network
sensing scenarios. We also make the following definitions:

Pf ,i = Pr ( ui =1 H 0 )

(15)

Pd ,i  Prui  1 H 1  ,

(16)

and
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where uo is the global decision at the SBS. Given this assumption, the optimum fusion rule can
be written as:

Pr(u1 , u 2 ,..., u M H 1 )
Pr(u1 , u 2 ,..., u M H 0 )

M

Pr(u i  j H 1 )

i 1

Pr(u i  j H 0 )




S1

Pd ,i
Pf ,i

Pr(u i  1 H 1 )




S0

Pr(u i  1 H 0 )

S1

1  Pd ,i
1  Pf ,i


S0

Pr(u i  0 H 1 )
Pr(u i  0 H 0 )

,

(17)

where 𝑆𝑗 is the set of all decisions made at the SBS that are equal to 𝑗, 𝑗 = 0, 1. The fusion rule
that minimizes the probability of false alarm and maximizes the probability of detection is given
by:

Pd ,i

P
S1


S0

f ,i

1  Pd ,i
1  Pf ,i

uo 1

 .


(18)

uo 0

So far, we have discussed the fusion rules for the binary hypothesis problem. Next, we include
the case in which the SU is assigned a trust value which represents the signal strength in its
respective region. Trust values are modeled as the probability of an SU to be located in a region
of acceptable reception, e.g., 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑗, and 𝑗 ∈ 0 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 1, where 𝑇𝑖 is spatially independent and
𝑗 = 0 represents the respective SU location being in a high shadowed area, while 𝑗 = 1
indicates that a user is located within a line of sight in respect to the sensed signal (source
signal). These trust values are transmitted to the fusion center for further processing to reach the
global decision. The fusion rule in this case is given by the LRT in (19), since it indicates for
each value of Ti the likelihood of 𝐻1 versus the likelihood of 𝐻0 and can be expressed as:
uo 1

Pr(T1 , T2 ,..., TM H 1 )
Pr(T1 , T2 ,..., TM H 0 )



Pr(u1 , u 2 ,..., u M H 1 )
Pr(u1 , u 2 ,..., u M H 0 )





.

(19)

uo  0

Now, let us define the following probabilities:

The ratio

𝛼𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑃𝑟{𝑇𝑖 = 𝑗 |𝐻0 }

(20)

𝛽𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑃𝑟{𝑇𝑖 = 𝑗 |𝐻1 }.

(21)

Pr(T1,T2 ,...,TM H1 )
in Equation (19) can be expressed as:
Pr(T1,T2 ,...,TM H 0 )
Pr(T1 , T2 ,..., TM H 1 )
Pr(T1 , T2 ,..., TM H 0 )

M

Pr(Ti H 1 )

i 1

Pr(Ti H 0 )



M

 
i 1

Sj

Pr(Ti  j H 1 )
Pr(Ti  j H 0 )

.

(22)

Substituting (20) and (21) in (22), we obtain the following expression:
j 1
  ji
  
Pr(T1 , T2 ,..., TM H 0 ) j o S j   ji

Pr(T1 , T2 ,..., TM H 1 )


.



Subsequently, by substituting (23) and (18) in (19), we obtain the following fusion rule:

(23)
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uo 1
j 1
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,

(24)

uo  0

and by taking the logarithm of both sides, we obtain the optimum fusion rule that minimizes the
false alarm and maximize the probability of detection as:
uo 1

  ji
log


j o S j
 ji
j 1




P
1  Pd ,i
   log d ,i   log
 S
Pf ,i S0
1  Pf ,i
1




log .

(25)

uo 0

5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of our scheme, analytical results are given in this section.
In our analysis, it is assumed that the SBS is aware of the relevant primary network parameters,
as well as the locations of SUs and PBS and the trust value can be calculated. In the analysis, we
set the number of cooperative SUs to be 30. For the analytical results, it is reasonable that we
compare our proposed scheme with the conventional cooperative spectrum sensing schemes.
The comparison is presented in Figure 5. We varied the signal to noise ratio (SNR) form (-2dB)
to (2dB). We consider two false alarm probability Pf values which are set to be 0.1 and 0.2,
while the SUs which are located in high trust value are set at 0.75. Figure 5 shows the improved
performance of our proposed scheme when eliminating the SUs which are considered to be
located in high shadowed areas, with a percentage of 25% of all participating SUs. Because
these SUs are eliminated from further processing, they have no impact on the final global
decisions. It is clear for both values of false alarm probabilities that the probability of detection
Pd increased when we apply our proposed scheme. Results also indicate a slight improvement
in terms of required average SNR for detection.
The results in Figure 6 show the ROC performance comparison of the proposed location-aware
and conventional (or the case where location and propagation models are not considered)
cooperative spectrum sensing schemes when T = 0.78 and T = 0.6. T = 0.78 indicate that 22%
of the SU are located in a highly shadowed areas. These SUs are eliminated from further
processing at the SBS. The location-aware scheme slightly outperforms the conventional
scheme when most of the SUs are located in the same environment. However, Figure 6 shows
that the performance has improved further when T = 0.6, which indicates that 40% of the SUs
are located in unreliable locations.
Table 2. Sensing procedure comparison.
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Figure 5. Probability of detection comparison of proposed location-aware scheme and
conventional hard combining scheme for different SNR when false alarm probability
constraint is 0.1 and 0.2.
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Figure 6. ROC comparison of proposed location-aware scheme and conventional hard
combining scheme under Gaussian channel when the number of cooperative users = 30 for
different trust values.
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Figure 7 depicts the ROC analytical curves using the proposed scheme when the number of
cooperative users is 30 and 35% of the SUs are located in highly shadowed areas. The high
value of sensing results means that most of the participating CRs are located nearby the source
signal. On the other hand, since 35% of the CRs are located too far from the source signal
and/or NLOS is predicted, because they are located in highly shadowed areas, those CRs can
not be considered as valuable sources of information. Therefore, they are eliminated from
further action. It is evident from Figure 7 that the proposed cooperative sensing scheme
provides better performance than the conventional hard combination scheme. When T=0.65, for
the detection probability of 0.9, the false alarm probability of the proposed scheme is 0.25,
while for the conventional scheme it is 0.32.
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Figure 7. ROC comparison of proposed location-aware scheme and conventional hard
combining scheme under Gaussian channel when the number of cooperative users = 30 and
35% of the SUs are located in highly shadowed areas.
In Figure 8, we plot the probability of detection against the SNR. The figure presents the
probabilities of detection for different numbers of cooperative cognitive radios in the network.
It is evident that the detection improves with increased number of CRs, since more accurate
results mean better performance for the network. The number of CRs is typically large in the
case of urban networks. However, the proposed scheme can eliminate the CRs with low trust
value from participating in the cooperative sensing. The proposed scheme does not only
improve performance of detection, but also reduces sensing time.
Cooperative spectrum sensing may become impractical in CRNs with a large number of SUs,
because in a time slot only one SU sends its local decision to the SBS in order for the decisions
to be separated easily. Hence, it may make the whole sensing time intolerably long. The scheme
proposed here does not take into account the users that are located in low trust value regions,
therefore it minimizes the number of participating SUs in a selective manner. Consequently, the
processing time for the global decision at the SBS will be minimized while not compromising
spatial diversity. This implies that SBSs have the incentive to adapt the proposed sensing
decision method, since it can lead to achieve higher reliability and lower sensing time. The
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fundamental differences between our proposed scheme and the conventional methods are shown
in Table 2.
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Figure 8. ROC of proposed location-aware scheme with different numbers of cognitive
radio users under Gaussian channel and 35% of the SUs are located in highly shadowed
areas.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the performance of cooperative cognitive spectrum sensing with energy
detection in CR networks. Location-aware cooperative spectrum sensing has been investigated.
We have derived the optimum fusion rule, as well as the probability of detection, taking location
reliability into consideration. The proposed scheme has proved to exhibit better ROC, especially
in highly shadowed regions (e.g., under NLOS propagation conditions). Analytical results of the
proposed location-aware scheme show an improved performance over the conventional hard
combining schemes (e.g., [32]), highlighting the requirements of location knowledge in CRNs,
especially in urban environments. Since this sensing accuracy is mainly related to the signal
propagation environments, the more accurate the propagation models are, the better the
expected performance will be from our proposed scheme. Moreover, for a cognitive radio
network, high probability of detection results in less interference to the primary network, which
means more capacity and more offered service at high quality. A major issue concerning the
practical implementation of the proposed scheme is the availability of complete statistical
information corresponding to source signal parameters, particularly their variation with distance.
However, lack of spectrum resources encourages the adoption of new ways of sharing,
including sharing of specific data related to the incumbent operators.
There are several natural directions suggested by our paper. The most obvious one is to utilize
the eliminated CRs from the first step of the cooperative sensing. For example, it would be
interesting to develop some more complex schemes of spectrum sensing, e.g., assign the
eliminated CRs to sense different channels which are in LOS and/or in close proximity to
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different source signals. This could improve the efficiency of sensing, not only by sensing more
channels simultaneously but also with high accuracy. Moreover, to gain further understating of
our proposed scheme, the sensing time performance could be evaluated.
In the case of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), the transmitting power is
adapted to the propagation conditions. The transmitting power is always selected to be only as
high as necessary for adequate connection quality. Moreover, each service supported by UMTS
networks requires specific threshold values and the network behavior and size change with
traffic. Data transmission adds yet another dimension of complexity. This makes detecting
UMTS signals much more difficult than in the case of other technology; e.g., Global System for
Mobile Communications (GMS). Therefore, it would be very useful to conduct a study that
specifically addresses UMTS networks.
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ملخص البحث:
يُعدددددد عش ر الددددددعتق رات ددددددن ادددددد شبك ددددددتي راادردددددد ر ت دددددد الدددددد رتي را ر يدددددد ر قر دددددد
راد يددددددش ادددددد دددددد
) .(CRNsوراهددددددشي را ن ادددددد ادددددد ر الددددددعتق راتع ددددددن دددددد شدددددد
را صددددددد ل يادددددددم رات دددددددن اداددددددداتشا را ر يددددددد ر قر ددددددد ع و راادددددددشر اددددددد د دددددددتي
رالددددددد ر راد ع كددددددد  .ويدرددددددد ا بددددددد رقري راداع بددددددد ت الدددددددعتق رات دددددددن شبددددددد يادددددددم
ر الدددددددددددعتق ددددددددددد صددددددددددد ل ظل رو اادددددددددددش اددددددددددد ر دددددددددددد ل و راا ددددددددددد و
رااددددددشر ي ر دددددد ّ راكتعددددددد ي عاددددددت دددددد ددددددش ش ددددددت راا ددددددتقي و را ك دددددد را دددددد ي
رارث ف .
دددد دددد را قادددد تاددددت ا شعتو ددددت ا
وادددد عدددد ش ادددد ادددد رقري ر الددددعتق رات ددددن بادددد
عددددد ر ا دددددتق ددددد وي ر الدددددتق اثددددد
الدددددعتق رات دددددن .وي ددددد راك دددددت رادباددددد
الددددددددتق
شفددددددددتوي راا ددددددددتقي ولدددددددد عششهت ورا ك دددددددد را دددددددد ي دددددددد بتادددددددد تاكادددددددد
راد عددددددتي .دددددد اق شدددددد عن رلددددددابتت ات ددددددش ر ددددددشات ر اثدددددد راادددددد شف عادددددد ا ا ا دددددد راد ادددددد
راك دددددددت رادباددددددد يافددددددد ت عددددددد
ا داددددددداتشا راثدددددددت يع  .وش ددددددد راكادددددددتنح راا ددددددد
ع
ر العتق رااعتو ا ت ن.
رال و م راتع ت رااب شي رادااتشا
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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this work is to enhance the processing performance of the recently introduced video
codec H. 265/HEVC. Since most of the computations of H. 265/HEVC still occur in the motion estimation
engine which is inherited from its predecessor H.264/AVC, we propose a bit-shrinking approach with a
modified logic functionality to design an efficient and simplified block matching unit that replaces the
already used Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) unit. The hardware complexity of the proposed unit itself
is reduced and the number of its generated output bits is reduced as well which in turn simplifies all the
subsequent units of motion estimation. The hardware complexity, the consumed power and the processing
delay of the motion estimation engine are therefore reduced significantly with only marginal
deterioration in both the bit-rate and the peak-signal-to-noise-ratios (PSNR) of the tested High Definition
(HD) and Ultra-High Definition (UHD) H.265/HEVC compressed videos. We simulate our design using
HM16.6 and perform system logic synthesis using Synopsys’s Design Compiler, targeting ASIC, for
evaluation purposes.

KEYWORDS
H.265 / HEVC, Ultra-High Definition, Motion Estimation, Video Coding, Bit-Truncation.

1. INTRODUCTION
For almost a decade, H.264/AVC [1] has been the de facto standard for video coding. Its
impressive performance opened wide doors for watching and exchanging videos almost
everywhere. In spite of the fact that H.264 can handle High Definition (HD) videos, the sizes of
these videos using H.264/AVC are still a concern, especially when using smart handheld
devices with limited storage and power constraints. Recently, H.265/HEVC [2] has been
introduced in the literature to provide better video coding performance than the legacy
H.264/AVC. The former can provide up to twice the compression ratio of the latter, while
maintaining the same video quality. Rearticulating, the former can provide much better video
quality than the latter for the same video compression ratio. This huge increase in performance
is due to the many enhanced techniques and methodologies that have been introduced in
H.265/HEVC. Some of these enhancements have tackled the block matching criterion of motion
estimation, the powerful engine of video coding. Although, block matching still relies on the use
of the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) in H.265/HEVC which is inherited from
H.264/AVC, the maximum block size has been enlarged in the former to 64x64 pixels instead of
16x16 pixels. Thus, the number of computations and consequently the number of the used SAD
components and its constructing logic gates vastly increased in H.265/HEVC. Hence, the
hardware complexity, the processing delay and the power consumption of the logic gates
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increased vastly as well. Taking the processing delay as an example, Grois et al. conducted
experiments in a recent work [3] to compare the performance of H.264/AVC, VP9 [4] and
H.265/HEVC. They reported that the typical total encoding time of VP9 is around 130 times
higher than the total encoding time of H.264/AVC and 7.35 times lower than the total encoding
time of H.265/HEVC for the same PSNR value. This means that the total encoding time of
H.265/HEVC is 955.5 times higher than that of H.264/AVC for the same PSNR value, which is
actually a huge increase in the encoding time. The motion estimation engine by itself consumes
around 60% to 80% of the total encoding time of H.264/AVC [5], while it consumes around
80% of the total encoding time of H.265/HEVC [6]. Thus, a pragmatic strategy to elevate the
performance of H.265/HEVC relies on enhancing the performance of the core component of the
motion estimation engine which is the block matching unit.
The main focus of this work is the block matching unit of the motion estimation engine. We
propose in this paper a simplified and hardware-efficient block matching unit that replaces
SAD. The framework of the proposed work is the motion estimation engine of the state-of-theart video codec, H.265/HEVC. The main contributions and the differences from others in the
literature are explained thoroughly in the following section.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We survey some of the related work in the
literature and clarify our contribution in section 2. We then discuss the proposed designs of the
block matching unit in section 3. We provide numerical analysis and evaluations with
discussion in section 4 and finally conclude the paper in section 5.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONTRIBUTION
Many works in the literature have considered simplifying either the software and/or the
hardware design of motion estimation in order to enhance the performance of video processing.
Fast matching algorithms such as three steps search [7], four steps search [8], hexagon-based
search [9], diamond search [10] and adaptive rood pattern search [11] tend to shrink the number
of matched macro-blocks immensely. Most of these algorithms are only suitable for software
implementations which are not as efficient as hardware implementations for real-time
applications. Online arithmetic [12] and saturation arithmetic [13] are used to reduce the
computational complexity of SAD. Nevertheless, the tree-adder implementation, where the
SAD computations are performed, is still either time consuming or hardware costly. Vanne et al.
performed in [14] arithmetic operations accompanied with several early termination
mechanisms and sophisticated SAD computation control. Another approach based on SAD [15]
takes the difference pixel count (DPC) as the selection criterion. Yeo et al. [16] use an XOR
function instead of adders to simplify the matching criterion. One of the most recent promising
approaches is to reduce the pixel resolution from eight bits to fewer bits. The works introduced
in [17]-[20] use a one-bit transform by converting video frames into a single-bit-plane. On the
other hand, the works introduced in [21]-[22] follow a bit-truncation approach where least
significant bits are eliminated to simplify the hardware. One-bit transform and bit-truncation
approaches deteriorate both the compression ratio and the video quality. The amount of
deterioration in the latter depends on the number of truncated bits. Recently, Manjunatha and
Sainarayanan recommended in [23] the use of a 1-bit full adder which consists of XOR, AND
and OR gates instead of the commonly used 1-bit full adder which consists of XOR and NAND
gates for performing SAD. In their work, they showed enhancements in the consumed power,
latency and area when using the former rather than the latter. Following a different approach,
we introduced in [24] a modified XOR function that replaces conventional SAD of the motion
estimation engine of H.264/AVC. We showed enhancements over many proposed designs in the
literature. All of the aforementioned authors who evaluated their works based on video coding,
adopted the motion estimation engine of H.264/AVC with a maximum block size of 16x16 and
low quality videos, CIF and QCIF in their evaluations.
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Some recent works, which consider the enhancements of the motion estimation engine of
H.265/HEVC, have also been proposed in the literature. We discuss some of the efforts which
consider hardware implementations as follows. Sanchez et al. evaluated in [25] the use of the
Multi-Point Diamond Search (MPDS) algorithm [26] in H.265/HEVC. They found that it is
more hardware-friendly than the Enhanced Predictive Zonal Search (EPZS), which is
implemented in the standard, on the expense of small amounts of deterioration in the video
quality and compression ratio. Sinangil and Sze proposed in [27] a new hardware-aware search
algorithm for HEVC motion estimation. They reported enhancements in area and bandwidth
when using their algorithm. Jaja et al. proposed in [28] two fast motion estimation algorithms
based on the structure of the triangle and the pentagon for H.265/HEVC. In their experimental
evaluations, they found that the proposed algorithms can offer up to 63% and 61.9% speed-up in
run-time when compared with the original algorithms of the standard. Medhat et al. proposed in
[29] a Fast Center Search Algorithm (FCSA) for H.265/HEVC. They indicated that FCSA
reaches average time saving ratio up to 40% for HD video sequences with insignificant loss in
PSNR and compression ratio. Miyazawa et al. introduced in [30] a complete hardware
implementation for H.265/HEVC and evaluated its efficiency in processing videos in real-time
applications. They compared their implementation with a professional-use H.264/AVC video
encoder available in the market. They were able to encode HD videos at 60fps in real-time.
Pastuszak and Trochimiuk proposed in [31] a high-throughput motion estimation system to
process Ultra-High Definition (UHD) videos in H.265/HEVC. The system embeds two parallel
processing paths for the integer-pel and the fractional-pel motion estimation. Their synthesis
showed that the system is able to encode UHD videos at 30fps with only small deteriorations in
PSNR and compression ratio. Ye et al. proposed in [32] a parallel clustering tree search (PCTS)
algorithm for integer-pel motion estimation that processes the prediction units (PU)
simultaneously with a parallel scheme. The hardware implementation of PCTS can support
quad-full HD (QFHD) videos at 30fps in real-time. All of the aforementioned efforts still rely
on the use of the block matching unit, conventional SAD in designing the algorithms to enhance
the motion estimation of H.265/HEVC.
In this paper, we introduce several enhancements on our previous work [24]. They are
mentioned in the following. Our new modified block matching unit is implemented in the
motion estimation engine of H.265/HEVC which has a different hardware-efficiency with the
increased block size than the one used by H.264/AVC. We also introduce in this paper a new
bit-shrinking approach to reduce the number of generated output bits of the matching unit which
is reflected on all subsequent stages of the motion estimation engine. We perform system logic
synthesis using Synopsys’s Design Compiler [33], targeting ASIC, to evaluate our design and
compare it with the conventional SAD and other works in the literature. We consider the
number of gates, the consumed power and the processing delay as performance metrics for
evaluation purposes. The obtained results show the superiority of our design in all performance
metrics. We also run extensive simulations using HM16.6 [34] to measure the video quality and
the compression ratio. We apply our simulations on both HD and UHD videos for evaluation
purposes and consider a block size of 64x64.
It is worthy to mention that the proposed block matching unit can be utilized by many motion
estimation algorithms in the literature, such as the ones proposed in [25]-[32], to replace
conventional SAD and hence enhance performance.

3. PROPOSED BLOCK MATCHING UNIT
Let us first give a brief description of the sum of absolute differences operation. SAD is a
measure of similarity between a block of pixels of the present frame and a block of pixels of a
previous reference frame of a video. It estimates motion between the considered frames to
remove redundant information and consequently reduces the sizes of the videos. Considering
NxN as the macro-block size, 𝑝𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) as the current pixel of a macro-block, 𝑝𝑘−1 (𝑖 + 𝑢, 𝑗 + 𝑣) as
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the candidate pixel of a macro-block of a reference frame and [−𝑞, 𝑞 − 1] as the search range,
SAD is defined by the following equation.
𝑁−1 𝑁−1

𝑆𝐴𝐷(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑ ∑|𝑝𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑝𝑘−1 (𝑖 + 𝑢, 𝑗 + 𝑣)|;
where −𝑞 ≤ 𝑢, 𝑣 ≤ 𝑞 − 1.

(1)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

The absolute difference function in Equation (1) can be described as:
𝑋 + 𝑌̅ + 1
|𝑋 − 𝑌| = {𝑋̅ + 𝑌 + 1
0

𝑖𝑓 𝑀𝑆𝐵 = 0
𝑖𝑓 𝑀𝑆𝐵 = 1
𝑖𝑓 𝑋 = 𝑌

(2)

The sum of absolute difference function involves the comparison of two pixels. These pixels
have unsigned representations of luminous values. The unsigned nature of these pixels shall
burden the system. To avoid this, the sum of absolute difference function is designed in several
ways in hardware. One way is by subtracting two unsigned numbers and then making a decision
about the obtained result by converting the negative sum into positive as shown in Figure 1 with
the aid of an XOR gate. Another design is achieved by subtracting the first number from the
second one and also the second number from the first one, simultaneously, and then selecting
the positive result via a multiplexer. The former implementation encounters longer delay than
the latter, since the critical path goes through two adders in the former while it goes only
through one adder and one multiplexer in the latter. Note that the two adders in the second
design operate in parallel.
There are several hardware implementations for the full adder. The basic, simplest and mostly
used implementation is the Ripple Carry Adder (RCA). As the name indicates, the carry ripples
from the nth bit to the next one and so on until it reaches the most significant bit. Thus, the most
significant bit of the output cannot be calculated until all the preceding bits are calculated one
after another. It can be deduced that the more the number of calculated bits is, the more is the
delay in generating the final result. Another implementation of a full adder is the Carry Look
Ahead Adder (CLA). The latter is faster than the RCA, but more complex, which leads to a
larger implementation area and more power consumption.

Figure 1. Two different designs for the sum of absolute difference circuit.
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Figure 2. Sum of absolute difference circuit using 8-bit full adders and a multiplexer.
Considering the circuit shown in Figure 1. (b), the sum of absolute difference function for one
pixel matching is implemented using two 8-bit full adders and one multiplexer. These units are
built from many logic gates as shown in Figure 2. Each macro-block matching consists of many
SAD operations. Since very large amounts of macro-blocks’ matching occur for motion
estimation during the processing of a video, gigantic amounts of SAD operations are performed.
For example, it requires almost 66,846,720 SAD operations or 534,773,760 SAD operations to
process only one single frame of an HD video with the resolution of 1920x1080 or an UHD
video with the resolution of 3840x2160, respectively, using a 64x64 macro-block size and a
[−64, 63] search range. Furthermore, performing SAD operations on different block sizes shall
increase these numbers by multiples. This is hardware-costly and also makes the video
processing encounter considerable delay and power consumption. Hardware implementation
with parallel SAD operations is the ultimate solution to meet the real-time constraints when
using conventional SAD in full search motion estimation.
Bit-truncation has been proposed in [21]-[22] as a promising approach to reduce the cost of the
conventional SAD unit. The main concept of bit-truncation is to perform conventional SAD

Figure 3. Matching unit without bit-shrinking (MXOR).
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The number of generated output bits is 8.
operations on pixels using fewer number of bits by truncating the least significant bits. It is
described by:
𝑁−1 𝑁−1

𝐵𝑇𝑚 (𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑ ∑|𝑝𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗)7:𝑚 − 𝑝𝑘−1 (𝑖 + 𝑢, 𝑗 + 𝑣)7:𝑚 |;

(3)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

where 𝑝𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗)7:𝑚 is the current pixel of a macro-block with mth least significant bits truncated,
𝑝𝑘−1 (𝑖 + 𝑢, 𝑗 + 𝑣)7:𝑚 is the candidate pixel of a macro-block of a reference frame with mth
least significant bits truncated. The macro-block size is 𝑁 × 𝑁 , the search range is [−𝑞, 𝑞 − 1]
and −𝑞 ≤ 𝑢, 𝑣 ≤ 𝑞 − 1.
The more the number of truncated bits is, the simpler is the SAD operation. As can be deduced
from Equation (3), the bit-truncation approach does not really simplify the full adder circuit
itself which makes the propagation delay only shortened by the number of truncated bits. Bittruncation approach also requires a special memory design to support such variable number of
bits which are fed into the SAD unit [21].
Considering the hardware-costly SAD and its long processing time and large power
consumption, we introduced in [24] a block matching unit with modified XOR functionality that
produces almost the same outputs of the SAD unit for the many different combinations of the
inputs and is built from a much smaller number of logic gates. It is described by:
𝑁−1 𝑁−1

̀ (𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑝
̂
𝑀𝑋𝑂𝑅𝑈(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑂𝑅
𝑘
𝑘−1 (𝑖 + 𝑢, 𝑗 + 𝑣));

(4)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

where,

7

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑝𝑘
𝑝
𝑝𝑘
𝑝𝑘−1
̂ = ∑ (2𝑚 ) (𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑏𝑚
𝑋𝑂𝑅
, 𝑏𝑚𝑘−1 )) . (𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑏𝑚−1
, 𝑏𝑚−1
)) ;

(5)

𝑚=0
𝑝

where 𝑏𝑚𝑘 is the 𝑚𝑡ℎ bit of a pixel in the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ frame. We denote the matching unit, described by
Equation (5) and shown in Figure 3, by MXOR.
The proposed unit outperforms SAD in terms of hardware-complexity, processing delay and
power consumption as explained briefly below.
In a regular Ripple Carry Adder, which is used in the computation of SAD as mentioned before,
the highest significant bit of a result depends on the carry which is generated after summing all
lower significant bits. This encounters a long delay, since the carry keeps propagating through
the adder as explained earlier. In the proposed matching unit, the computation of each output bit
depends only on the neighbouring lower significant bit. Thus, the propagation of bits is limited
to only one bit position. This saves a considerable amount of time in producing the result of the
matching process. Furthermore, the circuit of the proposed matching unit which evaluates each
bit is composed of only an XOR gate, an inverter and an AND gate. Hence, the number of
constructing logic gates of the proposed unit is enormously less than that of SAD. This is clearly
illustrated when observing and comparing the units shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The
simplification in designing the unit leads to a shorter processing delay along with a smaller unit
area and less power consumption.
Since most - and not all - of the output bits of SAD and the modified XOR match, a
deterioration in the performance of the video codec shall occur. By implementing the modified
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Figure 4. A typical motion estimation engine with a matching unit, an adder tree and a compare
and select unit.
XOR in the motion estimation engine of H.264/AVC video codec and taking sample CIF and
QCIF videos, we showed in [24] that the amounts of deterioration in both video quality and
compression ratio are marginal. In this work, we introduce a new approach, bit-shrinking, to
further reduce the computational burden of motion estimation based on the previously
introduced MXORU. It is explained as follows.
Bit-shrinking reduces the number of the generated output bits of the matching unit. This is
directly reflected on the following stages; namely the parallel adder tree and the compare and
select unit shown in Figure 4. The purpose of the adder tree is to accumulate the generated
output bits of the matching unit for each sub-block. Therefore, reducing the number of the
output bits will obviously reduce the complexity of the processing elements and the used
registers in the following stages. Hence, the hardware architecture is simplified and all the
related performance metrics in terms of processing delay, power consumption and hardware
cost are reduced.
Considering Equation (4) as the general form representation of the block matching unit, the
̂ represents several circuit designs according to the level of bit-shrinking. To simplify the
𝑋𝑂𝑅
̂ function of the matching unit, let us first define Ω𝑚 and Ψ𝑚
Boolean representation of the 𝑋𝑂𝑅
as:
𝑝

𝑝

Ω𝑚 = 𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑏𝑚𝑘 , 𝑏𝑚𝑘−1 ),

(6)

Figure 5. Matching unit with two-bit-shrinking (MXOR2). The number of generated output bits
is reduced to 6.
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Figure 6. Matching unit with three-bit-shrinking (MXOR3). The number of generated output
bits is reduced to 5.
and
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑝
𝑝
𝑝𝑘
𝑝𝑘−1
Ψ𝑚 = (𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑏𝑚𝑘 , 𝑏𝑚𝑘−1 )) . (𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑏𝑚−1
, 𝑏𝑚−1
)) ;

(7)

𝑝

where 𝑏𝑚𝑘 is the 𝑚𝑡ℎ bit of a pixel in the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ frame.
First, by combining the lowest three output bits of the unit shown in Figure 3 through an XOR
gate, one bit is generated. It represents the least significant bit of the output and is described by
20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ). The remaining bits are shifted by 2𝑚−2 . Thus, the number of the generated
output bits is reduced from eight to six. The matching unit is denoted by MXOR2 and shown in
Figure 5. It is also described by:
7

̂ = 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ) + ∑ (2𝑚−2 ) Ψ𝑚 .
𝑋𝑂𝑅

(8)

𝑚=3

Combining the 2nd and 3rd output bits of the unit shown in Figure 5 through another XOR gate
reduces the number of the generated output bits to five rather than six.
The least significant bit is described by 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ). The next higher significant bit,
which is generated based on the new combination, is described by 21 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ψ3 , Ψ4 ) and the
remaining output bits are shifted by 2𝑚−3 . The matching unit is denoted by MXOR3 and shown
in Figure 6. It is also described by:
7

̂ = 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ) + 21 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ψ3 , Ψ4 ) + ∑ (2𝑚−3 ) Ψ𝑚 .
𝑋𝑂𝑅

(9)

𝑚=5

Figure 7. Matching unit with four-bit-shrinking (MXOR4). The number of generated output bits
is reduced to 4.
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Figure 8. Matching unit with five-bit-shrinking (MXOR5). The number of generated output bits
is reduced to 3.
In a different manipulation, combining the 2nd, 3rd and 4th output bits of the unit shown in Figure
5 through an XOR gate reduces the number of the generated output bits to four.
The least significant bit is described by 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ). The next higher significant bit,
which is generated based on the new combination of the three bits, is described by
21 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ψ3 , Ψ4 , Ψ5 ) and the remaining output bits are shifted by 2𝑚−4 . The matching unit is
denoted by MXOR4 and shown in Figure 7. It is also described by:
7

̂ = 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ) + 21 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ψ3 , Ψ4 , Ψ5 ) + ∑ (2𝑚−4 ) Ψ𝑚 .
𝑋𝑂𝑅

(10)

𝑚=6

Furthermore, combining the two most significant output bits of the unit shown in Figure 7
through an XOR gate reduces the number of the generated output bits to only three bits.
The least significant bit is described by 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ω0 , Ω1 , Ω2 ). The next higher significant bit is
described by 21 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ψ3 , Ψ4 , Ψ5 ) and finally the most significant bit, which is generated based
on the new combination, is described by 22 𝑋𝑂𝑅(Ψ6 , Ψ7 ). The matching unit is denoted by
MXOR5 and shown in Figure 8. It is also described by:
̂ = 20 𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝛺0 , 𝛺1 , 𝛺2 ) + 21 𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝛹3 , 𝛹4 , 𝛹5 ) + 22 𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝛹6 , 𝛹7 ).
𝑋𝑂𝑅

(11)

The generated output bits of the proposed matching units deviate from the original generated
output bits of SAD. The more the shrinking is, the more is the deviation. This leads to a
degradation in the coding performance of the video codec which is illustrated by deteriorations
in both the bit-rate and PSNR. In the following section, we show that the amounts of
deterioration are marginal and that our proposed approach actually pays off.

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATIONS
First, we perform ASIC system logic synthesis using Synopsys’s Design Compiler [ver I2013.12-SP5-10 using TSMC 90nm general-purpose nominal-threshold-voltage library] for the
proposed matching units, the conventional SAD, the modified implementation of SAD [23] (we
denote it by MISAD) and finally the matching units of the bit-truncation approach. We consider
the latter, since this approach is the closest to our proposed bit-shrinking approach. Taking the
number of generated output bits as a reference, our units described by Equations (8), (9), (10)
and (11) are analogous to the units which generate six output bits (NTB2), five output bits
(NTB3), four output bits (NTB4) and three output bits (NTB5), respectively, of the bittruncation approach.
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We consider the following performance metrics for evaluation purposes: the hardware
complexity in terms of the number of two-input NAND gates, the processing delay in terms of
the critical path in nano-second and the consumed power in micro-watt. The power estimation is
under a global operating voltage of 1.1V, a load capacitance of 0.2 pF, an operating frequency
of 100MHz and with a medium confidence level. Table 1 shows the obtained results. From the
table, there is a huge increase in performance when using all the proposed matching units when
compared with the conventional SAD. The number of two-input NAND gates, consumed power
and processing delay of MXOR, which generate the same number of output bits of the
conventional SAD, are only 18%, 19% and 14% of the number of two-input NAND gates,
consumed power and processing delay, respectively, of the conventional SAD, while their
values increase to 24%, 24% and 31% of the conventional SAD, respectively, when considering
MXOR5 which generates only 3 output bits. Table 1 also shows that the results of MISAD are
very close to the results of the conventional SAD. The number of two-input NAND gates,
consumed power and processing delay of MISAD are 96.5%, 98.7% and 90.9% of the number
of two-input NAND gates, consumed power and processing delay, respectively, of the
conventional SAD, which indicates a very modest improvement of this contemporary work
[23]. Table 1 also shows the superiority of our matching units when compared with the
matching units of the bit-truncation approach with the same number of generated output bits.
Thus, in terms of hardware efficiency illustrated by the adopted three metrics, our proposed
matching units outperform the conventional SAD, MISAD and all the matching units of the bit
truncation-approach.
The benefits gained by bit-shrinking are not limited to the matching unit only, as we mentioned
before, but it also affects later stages of motion estimation engine (shown in Figure 4). Bitshrinking shall reduce the complexity of the adder tree in terms of a lower-width adder and
smaller accumulating registers for each sub-block in 64x64 macro-block. Furthermore, the
compare and select unit shall also be reduced in terms of the sizes of the compare units as well
as the used registers. For example, the size of each accumulating register reduces from 12 bits,
14 bits, 16 bits, 18 bits and 20 bits for 8-bit pixel matching in a conventional SAD for sub-block
sizes of 4x4, 8x8, 16x16, 32x32 and 64x64, respectively, down to only 7 bits, 9 bits, 11 bits, 13
bits and 15 bits, respectively, when using MXOR5.
The significant performance elevation introduced by our units may boost the widespread of
H.265/HEVC, especially in modest devices such as smartphones which have storage and power
constraints. Nevertheless, we have to show that the compression ratio and video quality are not
much affected by the proposed units to support our statement. Therefore, we perform intensive
We perform the simulations using HEVC reference software HM16.6 to compare the video
quality illustrated by PSNR and the compression ratio illustrated by bit-rate. The PSNR is the
Table 1. Comparison of all matching units in terms of consumed power, number of two-input
NAND gates and processing delay.
SAD

MXOR

MXOR2

MXOR3

MXOR4

MXOR5

Number of gates

174

32

(18%)

35

(20%)

37

(21%)

43

(25%)

42

(24%)

Critical path (ns)

20.23

2.87

(14%)

4.2

(21%)

4.42

(22%)

6.18

(31%)

6.18

(31%)

13.1858

2.5583

(19%)

2.7648

(21%)

2.8554

(22%)

3.0737

(23%)

3.227

(24%)

Power (μW)

SAD

MISAD

NTB2

NTB3

NTB4

NTB5

Number of gates

174

168

96.5%

108

(62%)

100

(57%)

86

(49%)

54

(31%)

Critical path (ns)

20.23

18.39

90.9%

18.12

(90%)

17.35

(86%)

16.66

(82%)

13.29

(66%)

13.1858

13.015

98.7%

10.3675

(79%)

7.2736

(55%)

5.367

(41%)

4.203

(32%)

Power (μW)
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simulations taking into consideration both the compression ratio and video quality for different
kinds of frame sequences of the standard.
most frequently used indicator by the research community to measure picture quality. It is
defined by:
𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 20 log

255

;
(12)
√𝑀𝑆𝐸
where 255 is the largest pixel value for 8-bit representation and MSE is the Mean Square Error
between a noise-free M×N monochrome frame I and its noisy approximation K. It is defined by:
𝑀−1 𝑁−1

1
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
∑ ∑[𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐾(𝑖, 𝑗)]2 .
𝑀𝑁

(13)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

The simulations are conducted first on six HD videos: Tennis, Beauty, Bosphorus, Honey Bee,
Jockey and Ready Steady Go. The resolution of these videos is 1080p. We consider main profile
level 6.2 with Random-Access (IBBB frame sequences) and Low-Delay-P (IPPP frame
sequences) configurations. The block search range is [−64, 63] with maximum CU size 64 and
maximum CU partition depth 4 with full search motion estimation. The number of frames taken
in each sequence is 120. The simulations are carried on Windows 8os platform with Intel i7
extreme @ 2.93GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.
Table 2 shows the obtained results of PSNR and the bit-rate of a conventional SAD as well as
the deviations in these two metrics when using all matching units compared with SAD. As
expected and discussed in the previous section, due to the partial mismatch of the generated
output bits between the proposed units and the conventional SAD, a deterioration occurs in both
PSNR and bit-rate. Still, the amount of decrease in PSNR and the amount of increase in bit-rate
are very small as frankly illustrated by the results obtained from the simulations performed on
all the tested videos. Among our proposed matching units, the maximum deviation of PSNR
occurs when processing Tennis video with a value of -0.04dB using MXOR5, while the
maximum increase in bit-rate also occurs when processing Tennis video with a value of 1.5%.
These values are considered very small and hence the deteriorations are actually marginal even
at the peaks.
Table 3 summarizes the deviations in PSNR and bit-rate by showing averages. Note that the
amount of degradation in the performance is very small when using our approach compared
with the conventional SAD. The amount of degradation in PSNR ranges from 0.001dB and
0.002dB when considering MXOR to 0.013dB and 0.018dB when considering MXOR5 for
IPPP and IBBB frame sequences, respectively. On the other hand, the amount of increase in the
bit-rate ranges from 0.09% and 0.07% when considering MXOR to 0.543% and 0.684% when
considering MXOR5 for IPPP and IBBB frame sequences, respectively. It can be deduced from
the table that the amounts of deterioration in both PSNR and bit-rate are small when using either
bit-truncation or bit-shrinking approaches. Thus, we can confidently state that the video quality
and the compression ratio are not practically affected when following these approaches. Note
that MISAD performs the SAD operation with a different implementation of the building 1-bit
full adder unit as explained earlier in Section 2. Therefore, the generated output bits of MISAD
and the conventional SAD are exactly the same. Hence, there are no deteriorations in both bitrate and PSNR when using MISAD instead of the conventional SAD.
To evaluate the proposed matching units in processing very high resolution videos, we also
conduct simulations on 4K UHD videos with the resolution of 3840x2160. Note that UHD
videos can be processed by H.265/HEVC and the open-source video codec VP9, but not
H.264/AVC. The videos under test are Marathon, Library, Scarf and Traffic & Building. Table
4 summarizes the results by showing averages. Note that the amounts of deviation in both bit-
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Table 2. The amounts of deterioration in PSNR (dB) and bit-rate of all units when compared
with SAD. The results shown are for both sequences IPPP and IBBB (HD videos).
SAD

MXOR
Δ-BR%

MXOR2

MXOR3

MXOR4

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

0.05%

-0.003

-0.38%

-0.018

0.33%

-0.009

0.75%

-0.017

36.5691

0.30%

-0.008

0.06%

-0.030

0.64%

-0.021

1.22%

-0.038

38.3652

0.08%

-0.003

-0.06%

-0.002

0.41%

-0.004

0.51%

-0.004

313972

38.0187

0.10%

-0.001

-0.08%

-0.002

0.29%

-0.005

0.49%

-0.007

BOSPHORUS IPPP

397017

38.2873

0.10%

-0.002

0.12%

-0.001

0.00%

-0.013

0.03%

-0.021

IBBB

316291

38.2566

-0.22%

-0.001

-0.27%

-0.003

-0.17%

-0.012

0.14%

-0.015

IPPP

98027

39.1785

0.23%

-0.012

0.49%

-0.005

-0.04%

-0.013

0.40%

-0.010

IBBB

70723

39.7868

-0.07%

0.007

0.16%

-0.006

0.28%

-0.001

0.22%

-0.008

IPPP

389278

39.5202

0.11%

0.014

-0.02%

0.013

0.53%

0.005

0.85%

0.002

IBBB

305175

39.5179

0.27%

0.000

0.15%

-0.004

0.65%

-0.020

1.08%

-0.019

IPPP

389278

37.3463

-0.01%

-0.001

0.09%

-0.010

0.27%

-0.011

0.77%

-0.013

IBBB

305175

37.3082

0.06%

-0.008

0.15%

-0.019

0.20%

-0.015

0.89%

-0.011

SEQ.

Δ-BR%

VIDEO

SEQ.

BR

PSNR

TENNIS

IPPP

153342

37.1282

IBBB

931558

IPPP

439896

IBBB

BEAUTY

HONEYBEE

JOCKEY

R.S.G.

MXOR5
VIDEO
TENNIS

BEAUTY

R.S.G.

NTB3

Δ-PSNR

NTB4

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

NTB5
Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

IPPP

0.82%

-0.02

IBBB

1.50%

-0.04

0.13%

-0.002

0.14%

-0.006

0.28%

-0.023

1.19%

-0.047

IPPP

0.41%

0.00

0.02%

0.000

-0.01%

0.001

0.25%

-0.005

0.86%

-0.008

0.34%

-0.01

-0.11%

0.000

-0.04%

-0.002

0.27%

-0.007

0.89%

-0.014

-0.01%

-0.01

0.37%

0.000

0.19%

0.002

0.24%

-0.013

0.11%

-0.020

IBBB

0.29%

-0.01

-0.20%

0.001

-0.17%

-0.005

-0.07%

-0.002

-0.11%

-0.014

IPPP

0.32%

-0.02

-0.06%

-0.005

-0.02%

-0.010

0.12%

-0.011

-0.02%

-0.006

0.000

0.52%

0.001

0.46%

-0.001

0.36%

0.008

BOSPHORUS IPPP

JOCKEY

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

-0.03%

IBBB

HONEYBEE

NTB2

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

0.000

-0.05%

-0.005

0.03%

-0.009

0.36%

-0.018

IBBB

-0.06%

0.00

0.20%

IPPP

0.90%

-0.01

0.39%

0.008

0.21%

0.014

0.22%

-0.009

0.67%

0.002

IBBB

1.01%

-0.01

0.09%

-0.004

0.22%

-0.003

0.40%

-0.010

0.77%

-0.019

IPPP

0.83%

-0.02

0.05%

-0.004

0.05%

-0.010

0.02%

-0.011

0.32%

-0.010

-0.03

-0.04%

0.003

-0.01%

-0.002

0.09%

-0.004

0.32%

-0.018

IBBB

1.01%

Table 3. The average amounts of deterioration in PSNR (dB) and bit-rate of the proposed units
and the units of bit-truncation approach when compared with SAD (HD videos).
MXOR
SEQ.

Δ-BR%

MXOR2

MXOR3

MXOR4

MXOR5

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

IPPP

0.09%

-0.001

0.04%

-0.004

0.25%

-0.007

0.55%

-0.010

0.543%

-0.013

IBBB

0.07%

-0.002

0.03%

-0.011

0.31%

-0.012

0.67%

-0.017

0.684%

-0.018

NTB2

NTB3

NTB4

NTB5

SEQ.

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

IPPP

0.122%

-0.0003

0.063%

-0.0014

0.147%

-0.0095

0.384%

-0.010

IBBB

0.012%

-0.0005

0.109%

-0.0029

0.237%

-0.0078

0.568%

-0.018
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rate and PSNR are still very small when using the proposed matching units compared with the
conventional SAD. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed matching units can be utilized
in the motion estimation engine of H.265/HEVC to process different resolution videos with
marginal effect on the video quality and the compression ratio.
The obtained results of the extensive simulations that are performed on both HD and UHD
videos using HM16.6 validate the correctness of the functionalities of the proposed matching
units in replacing SAD. The videos have been processed and encoded successfully using
H.265/HEVC with marginal deteriorations in the values of both PSNR and bit rate as illustrated
in Table 3 and Table 4 and explained earlier. As a validation step for the Verilog code by which
we describe the matching units and performed synthesis using Synopsys’s Design Compiler as
discussed earlier, we adopt a framework which was proposed in [35] that utilizes
MATLAB/SIMULINK [36] and ModelSim [37] concurrently as a verification environment for
the hardware design of the matching unit of the motion estimation engine. The verification
environment co-simulates the hardware design under verification (DUV) along with its software
model. It continuously reports mismatches, if existed, for each processed operation at the pixel
level along with their occurrence times. In this work, we adjust the verification environment and
implement the Verilog codes of the proposed matching units, the conventional SAD, MISAD
and the matching units of the bit-truncation approach, one at a time, along with their codes used
in HM16.6. The tests are performed on HD and UHD videos which are uploaded to MATLAB
and fed to the verification environment. No mismatches are reported. This ensures the validity
of the conducted work.
Table 4. The average amounts of deterioration in PSNR (dB) and bit-rate of the proposed units
and the units of bit-truncation approach when compared with SAD (UHD videos).
MXOR
SEQ.

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

IPPP

0.005%

-0.00165

IBBB

0.011%

-0.00053

MXOR2
Δ-BR%

MXOR3

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

-0.002%

-0.00182

0.021%

-0.0025

0.251%

0.087%

0.000425

0.040%

-0.00318

0.100%

NTB2

Δ-PSNR

MXOR4

NTB3

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

MXOR5
Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

-0.0039

0.236%

-0.005

-0.00795

0.155%

-0.008

NTB4

NTB5

SEQ.

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

Δ-BR%

Δ-PSNR

IPPP

-0.07%

-0.00145

0.01%

-0.00068

0.06%

-0.00153

0.03%

-0.004

IBBB

-0.03%

-0.00253

0.04%

0.00015

0.02%

-0.0001

0.08%

-0.004

Figure 9. (a) The code of conventional SAD operation of HM16.6 (b) The code of MXOR
implemented in HM16.6.
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5. CONCLUSION
We proposed in this paper a hardware-efficient block matching unit for H.265/HEVC motion
estimation engine. We followed a bit-shrinking approach with a modified logic functionality to
reduce the number of the building two-input NAND gates, consumed power and processing
delay of the matching units. We performed extensive simulations to evaluate our design. We
considered HD and UHD videos in our evaluations, since their usage have been spreading
tremendously in recent years. The results obtained show the superiority of our approach over
SAD, MISAD and the bit-truncation approach taking the three adopted performance metrics
into consideration. The results show only small amounts of deterioration in video quality and
compression ratio when shrinking the number of output bits. The amounts of increase in the
number of two-input NAND gates, consumed power and processing delay when using MXOR
units with bit-shrinking instead of the pure MXOR unit are small. Nevertheless, the MXOR
units with bit-shrinking actually outperform the pure MXOR, since they significantly reduce the
hardware complexity of all subsequent stages including the parallel adder tree and the compare
and select units of the motion estimation engine.
It is important to clarify that we propose the matching units only for hardware implementations
and not for software implementations. The design considers manipulating the pixels at the bitlevel which makes the proposed units run efficiently on hardware. As mentioned above,
considerable enhancements have been shown when we evaluated the hardware design of the
proposed matching units and compared them with the hardware designs of others. Software
implementations of the proposed matching units are not efficient, since extra computations are
performed by the motion estimation engine when compared with the conventional SAD. The
code shown in Figure 9 (a) is the code extracted from HM16.6 that performs one pixel matching
using SAD, while the code shown in Figure 9 (b) is the code implemented in HM16.6 to
perform the same operation using MXOR which is taken here as an example. The codes to
compute MXOR2 through MXOR5 are even longer than the code of MXOR. Hence, extra time
is needed by the software to perform the coding process when using our proposed units instead
of the conventional SAD. We emphasize the fact that we only performed the software
simulations using HM16.6 to validate the functionalities of the matching units and also to
measure the amounts of deterioration in both PSNR and bit-rate when using the proposed units
instead of SAD.
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:ملخص البحث
يتمثلللللدف األلللللمنف ذا الللللفف للللل فللللللة ف ا للللل ف لللللفف للللل ف ام ا للللل فافتقن للللل ف ا للللل ف ا للللل ف
ف نظللللللا ف.)H.265/HEVC(ع ا لللللل ف ا ا لللللل ف اتللللللفف للللللهف بـ األلللللل ف للللللميث ف يا لللللل فاأللللللل ف لللللل ف
ّ
ذنف ظللللللهف ا لللللل يفاتاللللللتف اتقن لللللل ف لللللل فك الللللل ف للللللا ف للللللفف لللللل ّا ف قللللللمياف ا ا لللللل ف
ف قللللللمف تا نلللللل فنأل لللللل ف،)H.264/AVC(املللللل لف لللللل ف اتقن لللللل ف ا لللللل ق ف ام ا لللللل ف لللللل ف
ّلللللل ف نطق لللللل ف َّمالللللل ف لللللل ف للللللدف
يقلللللل تفعاللللللخف قالللللل افعللللللمبفـ نلللللل يف اللللللا هف اثنلللللل فف
فات لللللدّف لللللدّف لللللم ف مللللل ف ا لللللا ف، ّ لللللط
ف ّ اللللل ف،لللللم هف لللللم افام للللل ف ا ف َ لللللا
ف للللللمف للللللهف اتقا للللللدف لللللل ف ق للللللمف ذ لللللل ف ام بيلللللل فاا للللللم ف. امطاقلللللل ف ام للللللت م فالللللل ق
ف للللللةاتف اتقا للللللدف لللللل فعللللللمبف لللللل ف قلللللل تف ت ا للللللم ف لللللل فـ نلللللل يف اللللللا هف اثنلللللل فف، امقتا لللللل
 ف. ف ذ اف اةيف فشأنهف نفي ّطف م عف ا م يف اال ق فاتقمياف ا ا،ا َ اج
فف
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